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Abstract
The increasing importance of data in business processes has led to the emergence of data-centric business processmanagement,
which deviates from the widely used activity-centric paradigm. Data-centric approaches set their focus on data, aiming at
supporting data-intensive business processes and increased process flexibility. The objective of this article is to gain profound
insights into the maturity of different data-centric approaches as well as their capabilities. In particular, this article will provide
a framework for systematically evaluating and comparing data-centric approaches, with regard to the phases of the business
process lifecycle. To this end, a systematic literature review (SLR) was conducted with the goal of evaluating the capabilities
of data-centric process management approaches. The SLR comprises 38 primary studies which were thoroughly analyzed.
The studies were categorized into different approaches, whose capabilities were thoroughly assessed. Special focus was put on
the tooling and software of the approaches. The article provides the empirically grounded DALEC framework to evaluate and
compare data-centric approaches. Furthermore, the results of the SLR offer insights into existing data-centric approaches and
their capabilities. Data-centric approaches promise better support of loosely structured and data-intensive business processes,
which may not be adequately represented by activity-centric paradigms.
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1 Introduction

Over the last decade, organizations and companies have
started adopting process management methodologies and
tools, with the aim of increasing the level of automation
support for their operational business processes. Business
Process Management (BPM) has therefore become one of
the leading research areas in the broader field of information
systems [73].

In the BPM research area, various languages, techniques,
methodologies, paradigms, and environments have been pro-
posed for modeling, analyzing, executing, and evolving
business processes [62]. Furthermore, a new generation of
information systems, known as Process Management Sys-
tems (PrMSs), has emerged. A PrMS is a system created
to support the management and execution of business pro-
cesses involving humans, applications, and external sources
of information. The general characteristic of PrMSs is that
process logic is not hard-coded, but explicitly expressed in
terms of process models [20]. Particularly, process models
constitute the major artifact enabling comprehensive process
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support, as they provide an executable representation of the
business process.

So far, PrMSusage has not been aswidespread as expected
by software vendors [28]. Although some software systems
already integrate specific process engines or components, no
generic paradigm exists that is capable of fully supporting
all processes that can be found in contemporary applica-
tion software [39]. Most PrMSs require many workarounds
and proprietary implementations to support all processes of
a company. A major reason for this is the lack of integration
between business processes and business data, which can
be explained by the fact that traditional PrMSs follow the
principle of separating concerns. This means that business
data, business processes, and business functions aremanaged
by different kinds of systems. As a consequence, traditional
PrMSs are unable to provide integrated access to business
data.

The role of data in major process modeling languages is
evaluated in [49] by comparing the datamodeling capabilities
and the level of data-awareness in respect to these languages.
The evaluation confirms that the general level of data sup-
port is low. While in most cases the representation of data
is supported, data manipulation by process activities is often
under-specified or completely abstracted away. Furthermore,
neither the relationships between data nor the role these rela-
tionships have in the context of a process is considered.

1.1 Running example: study plan process

To support the above claims, this section introduces a run-
ning example that describes the procedure for managing the
application, review and acceptance of study plans submitted
by MSc students at Sapienza University of Rome. We use
this process as a running example throughout the article.

Example 1 (Study plan process)
After the enrollment into the two-year program for the
MSc in Engineering in Computer Science, students must
prepare and submit a study plan indicating the university
courses (and associated exams) they wish to attend. The
review and approval of the study plans is performed by a
commission, which usually includes one or more profes-
sors appointed by the University.
The preparation, submission, review, and acceptance of a
study plan is managed through a dedicated web applica-
tion system. Before students may submit their study plan
for approval, they must log into the system with their
sensitive information, i.e., university ID and password.
Furthermore, they need to specify their personal informa-
tion, i.e., name, surname, e-mail address, birthday, and
residence. The personal information is only required the
first time student accesses the system. Finally, students

must decide in which exams they want to participate dur-
ing the course of their studies.
To update an already approved study plan, students must
directly contact a member of the commission to request
permission for updating their existing study plan. In addi-
tion to the request, students must provide details about the
study plan items that shall be modified. At this point, the
commission member may decide to approve or reject the
student’s update request. In case of a positive decision,
the commissionmember will delete the existing study plan
and notify the student requesting the update. This way, the
student may now prepare and submit an updated study
plan.
The submission of a new study plan feeds a database
that may be accessed individually by any member of the
commission at any time. Note that the start of the review-
ing process does not depend by the submission/update of
a study plan, but it is performed occasionally by a com-
mission member, without any specific rule that steers its
enactment. Specifically, each commission member uses
the system to retrieve the set of study plans that are wait-
ing for approval and to review a subset of them from a
scientific and technical point of view. If a study plan is
deemed eligible, it will be immediately approved and a
notification is sent to the student who submitted it. How-
ever, if the commission member proposes its rejection, a
reason must be provided as part of the rejection notifica-
tion sent to the student.

Figure 1 depicts the study plan process represented in the
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). Note that
BPMNhas been chosen to visualize the “StudyPlan” running
example as the notation is understandable by non-domain
experts. Further, it allows to explicitly identify which busi-
ness data are required to properly execute a process. BPMN
provides two kinds of business data, namely data objects and
data stores. Data objects are used to model local information
(e.g., documents, files, material) flowing in and out of activi-
ties. Data stores represent places containing data objects that
need to persist beyond the duration of a process instance.
Process activities can extract/store data objects from/in data
stores.

If, on the one hand, modeling business objects in BPMN
may help the reader to identify the flow of information in the
process, on the other hand the price to pay is an increased
complexity of the model in terms of readability and under-
standability. The latter derives by the fact thatBPMNdoes not
provide a well-formalized semantics for the business objects,
making their use in the processmodel highly ambiguous [37].

In addition, as extensively investigated in [47], the main
issue is that data objects in activity-centric notations, i.e.,
BPMN, are under-specified. BPMN places no restrictions or
recommendations on data objects. Process modelers must
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Fig. 1 The study plan management process represented as a BPMN process model

choose their level of expressiveness of data objects. There-
fore, standard data types, e.g., string, integer, boolean, and
files, are prevalent. When structured data are actually needed
by the modeler, the choice is completely arbitrary how to
represent such structured data. A modeler may choose any
formal notation or no formal notation at all. This creates
a high ambiguity and fluctuation between models, making
them difficult to compare and interpret. In any case, process
and data remain separate.

1.2 Problem statement

The process described in Example 1 can be used to showcase
the shortcomings of some process modeling approaches, as
the process participants often need access not only to process
information, but also to business data, in order to complete
their tasks. However, such an integrated view on data and
processes is lacking in theBPMNmodel of the running exam-

ple: a student is allowed to create or update study plans, but
the process model does not show how the data structures
for the study plans and their attributes may be accessed and
edited. Note that without such an integrated view, relevant
context information might be missing during process execu-
tion.Moreover, whenmaking a decision on a particular study
plan application, the commission member has no access to
other applications.

In contrast to database management systems, current
PrMSs are not broadly used for implementing applica-
tion systems. This originates from the common activity-
centric paradigm used by many PrMSs. The activity-centric
paradigm has several limitations when not being used for the
support of highly structured, repetitive business processes.
This means that PrMSs enforce a particular work practice
and predefined activity sequences, which leads to a lack of
flexibility during process execution [62].
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However, many of the processes that can be found in real-
world scenarios, such as the one from Example 1, are often
characterized as unstructured or semi-structured. In addition,
they are considered as being knowledge-intensive and driven
by user decisions [18]. This means that work practice may
vary between users. Thus, different activity sequences need
to be supported. For example,while one commissionmember
may work on only one study plan at the same time, another
member may want to approve or reject several study plans in
one go. This requires increased flexibility during process exe-
cution, which is usually not provided by the activity-centric
paradigm.

When executing processes in real-world scenarios, typ-
ically, business data are represented through data objects.
Each data object comprises a number of object attributes
that are created, modified, and deleted during process execu-
tion. In this context, user tasks, typically executed through
user forms, play a crucial role. Such forms are indispensable
for assigning or changing attribute values. However, which
input fields shall be displayed within a particular user form
not only depends on the user executing an activity, but also
on the progress of the respective process instance.

Example 2 (Data in business processes)
Students must provide their personal information and
choose which exams they want to attend before they may
submit their study plans. However, if a student has already
submitted the study plan for approval, he or she may no
longer change the values of the information provided.
Note that this requires a multitude of user forms, the
implementation of which is a cumbersome and costly task.

Hence,Example2 shows that the activity-centric paradigm
is not particularly well suited for managing business data.

Finally, we notice that many data objects of different types
are processed during the execution of a process instance. In
this context, the processing of one data object may depend
on the processing state of other data objects.

Example 3 (Process dependencies)
If a student has already submitted a study plan, a new
study plan that replaces an existing one may only be
prepared and submitted if a commission member gives
her/his approval and removes the existing study plan from
the database.

Moreover, individual data objects may be in different pro-
cessing states at a given point in time. Several study plans
might be under review concurrently. While the review of a
particular study plan might have just been initiated, others
might have already been approved or rejected. These aspects
are ignored by most implementations of the activity-centric
paradigm.

1.3 Contribution

It has been acknowledged by various authors that many of
the limitations of contemporary PrMSs can be traced back
to the missing integration of processes and data [19,49,60,
62]. To tackle the issue of integrating data and processes,
data-centric approaches have emerged. They adopt a funda-
mentally different view on process management, where data
objects are considered as “first-class citizens” and as main
drivers for process modeling and execution. Data-centric
approaches aim at providing a complete integration of the
process and data perspectives. Therefore, they rely on design
methodologies in which the identification and definition of
process activities are induced by the specification of a data
model [6,12].

Until now, however, a general understanding of the inher-
ent relationships that exist between processes and data is
still missing. Whereas many data-centric approaches solely
focus on modeling aspects (i.e., the design phase), only
few approaches take the entire business process lifecycle,
comprising implementation, execution, diagnosis, and opti-
mization, into account. In a nutshell, there is a lack of
profound methods and comprehensive frameworks for sys-
tematically assessing, analyzing, and comparing existing
data-centric approaches. In this paper, we aim at filling this
gap through a twofold contribution:

1. We present results from a systematic literature review
(SLR) of data-centric process management approaches.
Besides elaborating the state of the art, we systemati-
cally analyze existing data-centric approaches regarding
their ability to cope with the limitations of traditional
(i.e., activity-centric) process management approaches.
Based on this evaluation, we discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of each approach.

2. Based on the empirical evidence and the results pro-
vided by the SLR, we derive the Data-centric Approach
Lightweight Evaluation and Comparison (DALEC)
framework. The framework may be used for evaluating,
categorizing and comparing data-centric approaches in
each stage of the business process lifecycle.

The results obtained by the application of the framework
reveal that the field of data-centric process management is
still in an early development stage, as it lacks consolida-
tion and strong tool support. In this direction, we consider
the framework as beneficial for broadening the use of data-
centric process management as it allows for the systematic
evaluation and comparison of data-centric approaches.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of themainmodeling approaches
and introduces the business process lifecycle and its related
PrMS support. Section 3 explains the research methodology
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applied during the literature review. The results of the SLR
are presented in Sect. 5while Sect. 4 highlights possible limi-
tations and discusses threats to validity of thiswork. Then, the
comparison framework for data-centric approaches is intro-
duced in Sect. 6, whereas Sect. 7 shows the application of the
framework to a selection of data-centric approaches identi-
fied in the SLR. Section 8 examines similar literature reviews
in the BPM research field. Finally, to conclude our paper,
Sect. 9 comprises a discussion of our results and Sect. 10
contains a summary and an outlook.

2 Background

In this section, we present the relevant background to under-
stand the paper. Specifically, in Sect. 2.1, we first provide
an overview of the existing modeling approaches to process
management. Then, in Sect. 2.2, we discuss the various steps
of the process lifecycle and the related PrMS support.

2.1 Overview of main process modeling approaches

Traditional notations for business process modeling are
imperative and activity-centric, i.e., a process is composed of
activities representing units of work. The order of the activi-
ties, in turn, is described by control flow. Common patterns of
control flow include sequences, loops, and parallel as well as
alternative branches. Examples of graphical activity-centric
modeling notations include the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN), Event-driven Process Chains (EPC), and
UMLActivity Diagrams (UMLAD). Especially, BPMN has
been widely adopted in current practice and can be consid-
ered as the de-facto standard for business process modeling.

As an alternative to the imperative modeling notations,
activity-centric processes may also be defined in a declar-
ative fashion with notations such as Declare [57], which
allows defining constraints to restrict the choice or ordering
of activities for a more flexible process execution compared
to imperative approaches.

Activity-centric approaches, in particular BPMN, support
the modeling of data in terms of abstract data objects, which
may be written and read by activities. Structured data, i.e.,
logically grouped data values, are not considered. In addition,
data objects are often omitted or under-specified to reduce
the complexity of the process model. According to [19], this
leads to an “impedance mismatch” problem between the pro-
cess and the data perspectives.

As an alternative to the activity-centric process modeling
paradigm, processes may be specified according to a data-
centric modeling paradigm.

In data-centric modeling approaches, the process model
definition (and, hence, the progress of a process) is based on

the availability and values of data rather than on the comple-
tion of activities.

One of the first approaches that has dealt with data-centric
processmanagement isCaseHandling [75]. In this approach,
a case contains all the necessary information to achieve a
business goal.

Activities do not have a pre-specified order, but become
enabled when required data becomes available, i.e., data
objects are filled by activities and allow other activities to
become enabled. Therefore, the existence of data, i.e., infor-
mation within data objects, drives process execution instead
of the completion of activities (i.e., control flow as in activity-
centric approaches).

Artifact-centric process models [33] constitute a specific
form of data-centric process models. An artifact-centric pro-
cess model encapsulates data and process logic into artifacts.

Artifacts consists of an informationmodel holding the data
and a lifecycle model describing the changes to the informa-
tion model.

An artifact, in turn, consists of an informationmodel, hold-
ing relevant data, as well as a lifecycle model that describes
possible changes to the information model and interactions
with other artifacts.

The lifecycle model of an artifact can be defined impera-
tively, using a finite state machine, or declaratively with the
help of the declarative Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM) meta
model [34].

The Guard-Stage-Milestone meta model substantially
influenced the Case Management Model and Notation
(CMMN) standard [55]—the recently standardized notation
for case management as proposed by OMG. In this context,
case management focuses on the case as the central element,
e.g., a medical or judicial case, and constitutes a data-driven
paradigm for modeling flexible processes [63].

The framework of relational Data-centric Dynamic Sys-
tems (DCDSs) was originally proposed for the formal speci-
fication and verification of artifact-centric processes [4].

Since then, it has developed into a full process modeling
approach capturing the connection and interplay between
processes and data [65]. DCDSs use a declarative, rule-
based process specification for capturing the formalization
and progress of the data perspective.

PHILharmonicFlows [39] constitutes a framework for
modeling, executing, and monitoring object-aware business
processes.

The approach organizes data into structured objects.
Each object is associated with a lifecycle process describ-

ing how data is acquired.
A business goal is realized by the interactions of one or

more objects, which requires sophisticated coordination.
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Fig. 2 The lifecycle of a business process

2.2 PrMSs and the business processes lifecycle

PrMSs emerged out of a demand for business processes to
workwith existing enterprise software applications aswell as
to benefit fromautomation aswell. Traditional,manualmeth-
ods for creating, enacting, and managing workflows (i.e.,
executable processes) became too cumbersome compared
to the possibilities of digital technology. Early PrMSs pro-
vided only a basic activity list with a user interface to move
work around the organization. Particularly, considerable cus-
tomization effortswere required in order to integrate software
applications. Current PrMSs, however, offer advanced capa-
bilities for managing business processes, such as enhanced
support for human collaboration, flexible activity execu-
tion [62], mobile access to processes [58], and analytic and
real-time decision management. As such, PrMSs are now
seen as the bridge between Information Technology (IT),
business analysts, information system engineers, and end
users, by offering process management features and tools
in a way that provides benefits for both business users and
engineers [20]. Finally, PrMSs hold the promise of facili-
tating the everyday operation of many enterprises and work
environments, by supporting business processes in all phases
of their lifecycle [20].

In BPM literature, there are many different definitions
of a process lifecycle, e.g., [19,29,31,73,79]. We decided to
adopt a slightly modified version of the process lifecycle as
proposed by van der Aalst [73] due to its succinctness and
relevance. As shown in Fig. 2, the business process lifecycle
consists of three major phases: Design, Implementation &
Execution, and Diagnosis & Optimization.

Design In the design phase, analyses of the business pro-
cesses as well as of their organizational and technical

environment are conducted. Based on these analyses, a
process is identified and modeled using a suitable busi-
ness process modeling language. The resulting process
model must then be verified in order to eliminate pro-
cess modeling errors that can lead to run-time problems
such as deadlocks. The process model also needs to be
validated to ensure that it fits the intended behavior.

Implementation & Execution As soon as a process model
has been designed, verified, and validated, it can be
implemented and executed in a PrMS. First, the process
model is enhanced with technical information required
for its execution on the PrMS. Then, the process model is
configured according to the organizational environment
of the enterprise, e.g., by including the interactions of
the employees and the integration with existing software
systems. Once the process model has been configured,
it is deployed on the PrMS. A deployed model can be
instantiated to obtain an executable process instance.
The PrMS actively controls the execution of process
instances, i.e., process activities are performed accord-
ing to the constraints (e.g., control flow) specified by
the process model. In general, PrMSs enable real-time
monitoring of running process instances. Furthermore,
PrMSs log all events related to process execution, e.g.,
the start and end of an activity, writing of data values, or
the occurence of errors during process execution. These
execution logs can, in turn, be used in the Diagnosis &
Optimization phase to derive process improvements.

Diagnosis & Optimization In this phase, event logs are
evaluated based on business activity monitoring (BAM)
and process mining techniques. Both aim at identify-
ing problems that occurred during the enactment of the
process instances. For example, BAM might detect that
a certain activity always takes longer to complete than
expected. This information, in turn, can be used to iden-
tify the causes and remedy them. Process mining, in
turn, analyses the event logs of process instances, allow-
ing for the detection and correction of process model
errors as well as for the improvement of the process
models. Furthermore, process mining is used to verify
that process instances are compliant with the process
model from which they have been derived, or to auto-
matically construct process models from event logs. The
information gained from analyzing process event logs
may subsequently be used to improve and optimize the
original process model. In this context, the term schema
evolution describes the adaptation and improvement of
existing process models [78]. Of particular interest in
regard to schema evolution is the migration of the run-
ning instances to the evolved process model [61].
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3 Methodology

A systematic literature review (SLR) was conducted with the
goal of analyzing different data-centric approaches to process
management. An SLR is a method to identify, evaluate, and
interpret relevant scientific works with respect to a specific
topic. We designed a protocol for conducting the SLR that
follows the guidelines and policies presented by Kitchenham
in [36] in order to ensure that the results are replicable and
the means of knowledge acquisition are both scientific and
transparent. Additionally, the probability of any bias occur-
ring during the SLR is reduced [36].

The necessary steps to guarantee compliance with the
SLR guidelines include the formulation of the research ques-
tions (cf. Sect. 3.1), the composition of the search string
(cf. Sect. 3.2), the selection of the data sources on which
the search is performed (cf. Sect. 3.3), the identification of
inclusion and exclusion criteria (cf. Sect. 3.4), the questions
regarding quality assessment (cf. Sect. 3.5), the study selec-
tion (cf. Sect. 3.6), the method of extracting data from the
studies, and the analysis of the data (cf. Sect. 3.7).

3.1 Research questions

One goal of the SLR is to identify approaches that define
data-centric processes or extend the existing approaches with
better support for data. Thefirst stepwhen conducting anSLR
is the formulation of research questions [36], which poses a
particular challenge. Previously conducted research concern-
ing data-centric approaches shows that different approaches
use very different means to specify data and processes. The
data-centric approaches known to us before conducting the
SLR use objects with lifecycles, Petri nets in the colored
and non-colored variant, and declarative descriptions. As
opposed to objects with lifecycles, there are approaches
where processes use structured data similarly to the way
data objects in BPMN are used. However, the data-centric
approaches unknown to us prior to conducting the SLR
might have been entirely different from known approaches,
employing known techniques differently or utilizing entirely
new concepts and languages for defining data-centric pro-
cesses.

In regard to the formulation of the research questions, this
heterogeneity must be accounted for. It is therefore manda-
tory to find terms for different concepts that do not exclude
potential data-centric approaches based on the phrasing of
the research questions. In order to account for the hetero-
geneity of the different representations of data in different
data-centric approaches, we define the term data representa-
tion construct (DRC).

Definition 1 (Data Representation Construct) A Data Rep-
resentation Construct is a general term for any form of
structured data.

Common established examples of DRCs are artifacts in
artifact-centric process management and objects in object-
aware process management. Another relevant concept for
data-centric approaches is behavior.

Definition 2 (Behavior) Behavior describes the means by
which an approach acquires data values for its data repre-
sentation constructs or to perform other activities.

For example, behavior refers to the lifecycle process of a
DRC in artifact-centric processmanagement. For approaches
without a DRC lifecycle, behavior refers to the process that
provides data values to the associated DRCs. For example,
in an activity-centric process, activities and control flow are
considered as behavior.

A single DRC with its lifecycle usually does not con-
stitute a meaningful business process. Therefore, different
DRCs or processes, depending on the approach, need to col-
laborate. As this requires DRCs to interact with one another,
an interaction concept must be described by the respective
data-centric approach.

Definition 3 (Interactions) Interactions describe the means
bywhich theDRCsor processes of an approach communicate
with each other.

For instance, in the artifact-centric paradigm for process
management, the individual artifacts interact with each other
at predefined points in their lifecycles by accessing infor-
mation present in other artifacts. To facilitate such access,
the artifact-centric approach offers an expression framework.
Approaches that do not utilize DRC lifecycles may employ
other techniques, such as messages.

As the terms DRC, behavior, and interactions are inten-
tionally designed to cover a wide variety of different con-
cepts, a certain level of uncertainty remainswith respect to the
formulation of research questions. However, this uncertainty
cannot be eliminated entirely. Approaches may have several
concepts that fit the definition of either a DRC, behavior,
or interactions. As there is no obvious solution, ambiguities
in the interpretation of an approach were discussed by the
authors and resolved by majority vote. Consequently, other
researchers might come to different conclusions regarding
the answers to the research questions.

Based on these considerations, we formulated the fol-
lowing research questions, which will be discussed in the
following:

– RQ1: What constructs are used to represent data? How
are they defined?

– RQ2: How is behavior represented?
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– RQ3: How are interactions represented?
– RQ4:Whichmechanisms drive process execution? Is the
execution data-driven?

– RQ5: How is process granularity managed?
– RQ6: Which parts of the process lifecycle are supported
by tool implementations?

As research literature refers to various approaches for
data-centric process management (cf. Sect. 2.1), where the
data perspective is as important as the process perspective,we
are interested in identifyingwhat kindof constructs havebeen
used to represent data of any complexity in such approaches
(RQ1).

In addition, the SLR shall provide an overview of the way
data may evolve during process progression, namely how the
behavior of data is represented in data-centric approaches
(RQ2), and investigate whether relations and interactions
between DRCs (i.e., processes) play a role for process mod-
eling and execution (RQ3).

A common feature of data-centric approaches is that the
availability of data as well as data values (instead of the com-
pletion of activities) drives process execution. Therefore, the
SLR shall create an in-depth understanding of the specific
mechanisms used by data-centric approaches to execute pro-
cesses (RQ4).

As illustrated in the study plan process (cf. Example 1.1),
a process model may concern different granularity levels.
Accordingly, the SLR shall provide insights about the way
granularity is managed by existing data-centric approaches
(RQ5).

Finally, in order to assess the practical applicability of
existing data-centric approaches, the SLR shall further iden-
tify the available tools supporting these approaches along the
different phases of the process lifecycle (RQ6).

In the following, we elaborate on the intentions behind the
research questions and provide the necessary insights.

3.1.1 RQ1: What constructs are used to represent data?
How are they defined?

RQ1 focuses on the analysis of the different types of data
structures employed by data-centric approaches. Taking
existing knowledge on data-centric approaches into account,
we may assume that the majority stores data in a well-
structured form, e.g., in terms of artifacts, objects, or tuples.
Consequently, we introduced the concept of DRC (Data Rep-
resentation Construct, cf. Definition 1) as an umbrella term
for the various concepts for storing and representing data in
a structured way.

3.1.2 RQ2: How is behavior represented?

RQ2 investigates how behavior is represented in the exist-
ing data-centric approaches. In general, DRC behavior (cf.
Definition 2) is expressed through a lifecycle process, which
describes the processing states of a single DRC, i.e., each
DRC is characterized by its specific lifecycle process. If a
DRC is not associated with a lifecycle process, behavior
describes the means of data acquisition in general.

3.1.3 RQ3: How are interactions represented?

In general, a business process comprises multiple instances
of the sameDRCor differentDRCs.Different processes, e.g.,
the lifecycle processes of DRCs,must collaborate to deliver a
specific product or service. The interactions between the life-
cycle processes, in turn, must be described and coordinated
by the data-centric approach.

Regarding Example 1.1, the process for creating and sub-
mitting a study plan and the process for assessing a study plan
need to interact with each other to reach the overall process
goal, i.e., the approval of the study plan. In the following, we
use DRC interactions (cf. Definition 3) as a shorthand term
for denoting interaction between the lifecycles of the respec-
tive DRCs. For approaches without DRC lifecycle processes,
denoted as non-lifecycle approaches, we consider the inter-
actions between processes in general.

RQ3 focuses on the understanding of what types of inter-
actions between DRCs with lifecycles or other behavior
processes are supported by existing data-centric approaches
and on how these interactions are represented.

3.1.4 RQ4: Which mechanisms drive process execution? Is
the execution data-driven?

In data-centric approaches, the acquisition, manipulation,
and evolution of data is the driving force for enacting busi-
ness processes. While the term data-driven is most often
intuitively understood, we did not find a suitable, formal def-
inition. For research question RQ4, an execution mechanism
of a process is considered as data-driven if Definition 4 is
satisfied.

Definition 4 (Data-driven) In order to be considered as data-
driven, all of the following criteria must be fulfilled:

1. Theprocess has full visibility on all process-relevant data.
2. Interacting with data constitutes progress in process exe-

cution.
3. Anynon-trivial processmodelmust interactwith process-

relevant data at least once during process enactment.
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According to the definition of the Workflow Management
Coalition (WMC) [32], process-relevant data consists of
decision information or parameters passed between activities
or sub-processes. Conversely, application data are managed
or accessed exclusively by the external applications inter-
acting with a running process instance and are therefore not
accessible to the PrMS.

In order to accomplish the first criterion, i.e., to make all
process-relevant data fully visible to a business process, a
straightforward solution would be to incorporate process-
relevant data into the process model through the use of
specific DRCs. The property of “full visibility” implies that
the PrMS is aware of any manipulation over process-relevant
data, even when made by an external application. Note that
if some process-relevant data are not visible to the process or
under the control of the PrMS, the execution mechanism of
an approach is considered as “partially data-driven” at best.

The second criterion requires that the progress of an
instance of a data-centric process depends on the availability
of process-relevant data as well as their specific values at a
given point in time. Consequently, the execution mechanism
provided by a data-centric approach must be able to directly
interact with process-relevant data, e.g., through standard
operations (e.g., create, read, update, or delete). If interacting
with data is not considered as relevant for progress in pro-
cess execution (i.e., the first criterion would be sufficient for
an approach to be considered as data-driven), the following
problem arises: It would be possible to devise an approach
that would be considered data-driven for the mere possibility
of interacting with data, but all progress is achieved by some
different means.

While criteria one and two provide a solid foundation
for data-driven processes, an inconsistency still persists. A
potentially data-driven process is not yet required to actu-
ally interact with data. According to the first and second
criteria, a process that specifies no data and does not inter-
act with data is considered as data-driven. To prevent this,
the third criterion requires that a process instance interacts
with process-relevant data at least once during its execution
in order to be considered as data-driven. Process instances
derived from trivial process models are exempt from this
criterion. A trivial process model consists only of the bare
necessities to create a syntactically correct process model,
e.g., a process model solely consisting of start and end nodes,
and which does not contain any activities. The exemption of
trivial processmodels is desirable, as data-centric approaches
might need to define trivial process models for special pur-
poses, e.g., bootstrapping processmodeling. If trivial process
models were considered for the definition of data-driven,
these trivial process models would prevent approaches from
being classified as data-driven. Thiswould be the case despite
that they might fulfill all other criteria. Therefore, only pro-

cess models of sufficient complexity (i.e., non-trivial process
models) must handle data.

It needs to be emphasized that a data-driven execution
is by no means necessary for a data-centric approach. Fur-
thermore, from the fact that an execution mechanism is
data-driven, it should not be concluded that it is superior
to execution mechanisms not being data-driven.

3.1.5 RQ5: How is process granularity managed?

Process granularity represents the level of detail with which
a process is modeled. For a process model to be executable,
in general, the level of abstraction needs to be low enough to
allow an engine to follow it step-by-step (i.e., a high level of
detail). Furthermore, when coordinating different processes,
varying granularity levels might create problems, e.g., when
a process on a high abstraction level must be coordinated
with a process on a low abstraction level. The abstraction
used by programming languages over machine code can be
considered as an analogy to process granularity.

Themanagement of process granularity consists of choos-
ing levels of granularity in order to achieve certain goals,
most prominently the executability of the process models.
Without intermediate transformations steps, in general, a
process model requires a low level of granularity to be exe-
cutable. With transformations, an abstract process model can
be converted to an executable one. For example, BPMN
process models can be converted to BPEL process models,
i.e., to a language that was specifically designed to describe
executable process models. Though managed process gran-
ularity has its benefits, trade-offs need to be considered,
including decreased freedom in modeling and increased
modeling efforts required to achieve the desired level of
detail. With RQ5, we want to figure out whether data-centric
approaches define levels of granularity, and which effects the
approaches want to achieve.

3.1.6 RQ6: Which parts of the process lifecycle are
supported by tool implementations?

The availability of tools for an approach supports its appli-
cability and maturity. With RQ6, we look at the tool support
of an approach for the different phases of the process lifecy-
cle, for instance we check whether there is tool support for
modeling or monitoring processes.

3.2 Search string

In order to perform a search over the selected data sources
(cf. Sect. 3.3), we elaborated a search string by building com-
binations of keywords derived from our knowledge of the
subject matter, e.g., “data-centric process.”We put quotation
marks around any combination to force the search engine
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provided by the data sources to look for exact matches. In
addition, we connected the combinations through the logical
operator OR and we ensured that the terms “business” and
“workflow” appeared in the search string. There are many
fields and domains that involve data-centric processes, but do
not relate to business process management. The final search
string derived for the SLR is as follows:

“data-aware process” OR “data-driven process” OR
“data-oriented process” OR “data-centric process”
OR “product-based process” OR “artifact-centric pro-
cess” OR “artifact-based process” OR “knowledge-
based process” OR “knowledge-driven process” OR
“knowledge-intensive process” +workflow +business

The search string resulted from iteratively refining an initial
set of search terms. The refinement was performed by con-
ductingpilot searches tofind a suitable set of search terms that
maximizes the yield of different candidate studies. Search
terms that yielded no additional studies were removed from
the search string. Finally, the retrieved set of studies was
continuously checked by subject matter experts in order to
ensure that the set contained the studies known to be relevant
for the SLR.

3.3 Data sources

During the refinement of the search string, we discovered that
the search engines of the most popular scientific libraries
had very different capabilities when specifying the search
string. The examined libraries were SpringerLink, IEEE
Xplore Digital Library, ACM Digital Library, Elsevier Sci-
ence Direct, and Google Scholar. In summary, the limitations
were so severe that the same search string could not be
applied to all libraries, e.g., due to character limitations
or non-supported Boolean operators. Circumvention tech-
niques, e.g., splitting the search string into parts, had also
proven to be unsuccessful, as different splits produced totally
different results. Applying different search strings to each
database is undesirable as it affects the consistency of the
results as well as the replicability of the SLR. Therefore,
we decided against such measures to ensure the integrity
of the SLR methodology and the consistency of the data.
In consequence, we initially decided to use only Google
Scholar as our primary data source. Due to a character limit
in the search window of Google Scholar, each search term
was searched for separately (e.g., “artifact-centric process”
+workflow+business). The individual resultsweremerged to
obtain the combined result of the entire search string. While
Google products are known to personalize search results by
reordering them, our search string was precise enough to
allow us to examine all results, making their order of appear-
ance irrelevant. Furthermore, Google Scholar has a coverage

high enough to be used as a primary data source for a sys-
tematic review [7,24].

Nevertheless, we employed means to reduce the chance
of missing a relevant study due to only using one source and
to compensate for the limited amount of data sources. There-
fore, an extensive backward reference searchwas performed
by considering literature cited by the studies themselves (cf.
Sect. 3.6). Additionally, to also obtain recently published rel-
evant studies, studies that cited the already included relevant
studies were evaluated as well. Furthermore, the backward
reference search was not limited to Google Scholar. After
the time we formally completed the SLR, in February 2017,
it was discovered that the other libraries had expanded their
search capabilities significantly. The search string could now
be applied to the various data sources without adaptations.
Therefore, we executed the search string on SpringerLink,
IEEEXploreDigital Library, ACMDigital Library, andElse-
vier Science Direct to ensure that we had not biased our work
by initially only relying on Google Scholar. We provide the
raw results of our initial search as well as the results of the
later searches in other libraries online 1.

Furthermore, the results of the additional searches were
again evaluated by applying the inclusion and exclusion crite-
ria and no new studies were discovered that were not already
included in the SLR. The searches confirmed the validity of
our original assumption, that the results fromGoogle Scholar
aswell as the initial backward searchwould cover all relevant
studies for the SLR.

3.4 Inclusion and exclusion criteria

In order to identify the relevant studies for the SLR, we
defined the following inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteria:

1. Approach deals with data management in processes.
2. Approach defines and manages data-centric processes.
3. Extension to an existing data-centric approach.
4. Extension improving/detailing the concepts of already

included approaches.

Exclusion criteria:

1. The study is not entirely written in English.
2. The study is not electronically available or access to the

paper requires the payment of access fees2.
3. The study is not peer-reviewed (e.g., an editorial or tech-

nical report).

1 Raw search string results: https://bit.ly/2EZwG5b.
2 This applies to access fees which are not already covered by the
subscriptions from the Universities of Sapienza and Ulm.
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4. The study merely mentions data in processes or data-
centric processes as a related topic.

5. All relevant aspects of the study are described in another,
more complete (superset) study.

6. The study is merely a comparative analysis of existing
approaches.

A study was included in the SLR if it satisfied at least one
of the inclusion criteria, but none of the exclusion criteria.
If a study matched any exclusion criterion, the study was
discarded from the SLR. Note that a study was considered
without regard to its publication date.

3.5 Quality assessment

The field of data-centric BPM is considered to be rather
immature compared to other BPM topics [62]. Most
approaches are only covered in few papers and do not con-
sider the entire business process lifecycle. Applying rigorous
quality criteria, e.g., insisting on a proper evaluation of the
approach,would have probably led to the exclusion of several
(potentially relevant) studies, further reducing the already
rather low number of included studies. As the purpose of
the SLR is to discover “fresh” data-centric approaches and
perform a comparison between them, we decided against an
additional selection with quality criteria.

3.6 Selecting the studies

The search string defined in Sect. 3.2 was used to conduct
a Google Scholar search. The search query yielded a total
of 980 potentially relevant studies. For a better analysis, the
relevant metadata was exported to an Excel file3. Metadata
included the title, author, source, number of citations, and
URL. Based on the metadata, each study was reviewed for
investigating its relevance to the SLR, using the inclusion
and exclusion criteria defined in Sect. 3.4.

The review started with examining the title of the studies.
Studies having titles that clearly did not deal with data and
processes were immediately discarded as they did not match
any of the inclusion criteria. This filtering yielded a total
of 88 potentially relevant studies, which were provisionally
included in the SLR. Then, an extensive backward refer-
ence search was performed by considering literature cited
by the studies themselves. Additionally, to obtain recently
published relevant studies, studies that cited the already
included relevant studies were evaluated as well. In the end,
we obtained 89 additional studies which were added provi-
sionally to the SLR.

To reduce the chance of missing a relevant study, we used
Google Scholar’s “Cited by” feature, which allows extract-

3 The Excel file can be found at https://bit.ly/2EZwG5b.

Table 1 List of primary studies

Study identifier, authors, and bibliography reference

S01-Meyer et al. [48] S20-Hariri et al. [3]

S02-Neumann et al. [52] S21-Calvanese et al. [8]

S03 Bagheri Hariri et al. [4] S22-Calvanese et al. [9]

S04-Belardinelli et al. [5] S23-Russo et al. [66]

S05-Bhattacharya et al. [6] S24-Westergaard et al. [80]

S06-Cangialosi et al. [10] S25-Kumaran et al. [38]

S07-Damaggio et al. [15] S26-Zhang et al. [82]

S08-Deutsch et al. [17] S27-Künzle [39]

S09-Eckermann et al. [22] S28-Künzle et al. [41]

S10-Hull et al. [34] S29-Künzle et al. [40]

S11-Liu et al. [45] S30-Eshuis et al. [23]

S12-Nigam et al. [54] S31-Küster et al. [44]

S13-Solomakhin et al. [69] S32-Ryndina et al. [67]

S14-Vaculín et al. [72] S33-Wahler et al. [77]

S15-Xu et al. [81] S34-Haddar et al. [25]

S16-van der Aalst et al. [75] S35-van der Aalst et al. [74]

S17-Kurz et al. [42] S36-Vanderfeesten et al. [76]

S18-Kurz et al. [43] S37-Haesen et al. [26]

S19-Müller et al. [50] S38-Haesen et al. [27]

ing any literature that references a particular paper. However,
this waywe did not identify further studies. Finally, a Google
Scholar alert using the search string was established to keep
the authors informed about newly published studies that
might be relevant. The alert contributed one additional study
for the SLR. To sum up, the search string, the backward
reference search, and the Google Scholar alert yielded 178
provisionally included studies in total.

Each of the 178 studies was read thoroughly and assessed
systematically through the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
This in-depth analysis resulted in the identification of 38 pri-
mary studies (cf. Table 1) that were included in the final SLR,
while the other 140 studies were discarded. The workload
was divided up between the authors of this paper. Random
studies were checked by other authors to ensure consistency
and correctness. The final decision whether or not to include
the study was reached by majority rule.

3.7 Data extraction and analysis

All 178 provisional studies were subjected to a data extrac-
tion process with the intent to gain answers to the research
questions (cf. Sect. 3.1). The extraction process consisted of
three stages, and every result was captured in an Excel sheet.
In detail, the extraction process was as follows:

– Stage 1: For each study, general information was
extracted, i.e., title, authors, publication year, and venue.
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If applicable, the study was categorized according to
the underlying process management approaches, e.g.,
artifact-centric or object-aware.

– Stage 2: The study was analyzed according to the inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria. If the study was included in
the SLR, the data extraction progressed at Stage 3. Oth-
erwise, the study was excluded and the data extraction
was considered as complete.

– Stage 3: For each research question, answers were
extracted from all included studies. Remarkable and sig-
nificant properties of the approach described in the study,
whichwere outside of the scope of the research questions,
were identified as well.

The gathered data were aggregated and displayed using
descriptive techniques. Additionally, different terms with the
same meaning were unified in order to improve overall con-
sistency and facilitate statistical analyses.

4 Threats to validity

This section discusses factors that may call the results of the
SLR conducted in this paper into question or diminish the
meaningfulness of the results. These factors are denoted as
threats to validity.

As we consider selection bias to be the primary threat
to validity for the SLR conducted in this article, the SLR
carefully adheres to the guidelines outlined in [36] in order
to minimize selection bias. Concretely, we used well-known
literature sources and publication libraries. These include the
most important conference proceedings and journals on the
topic of data-centric process management. Backward ref-
erence searching and Google Scholar Citation lists were
scanned to find studies that were not found in the initial
search using the search string. As a reference for the qual-
ity of the study selection, we ensured that relevant literature
previously known to us was found by the SLR as well. This
way, we ensured that the study selection was as complete as
possible, thereby minimizing the risk of excluding relevant
papers. Furthermore, as the literature search was conducted
in 2016 and 2017, we kept up-to-date with more results by
means of Google Scholar Alerts throughout the analysis and
writing phase. The finalization of this work was achieved in
early 2017, therefore papers published after February 2017
was not included in the SLR.

The studies identified by the literature searchwere divided
up among the authors to determine, for each paper individu-
ally, whether it should be included in the SLR. Each author
was continuously checked by another author to ensure the
consistency of the selection process and the correct applica-
tion of the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Disagreements
on study inclusion were discussed and resolved by majority

vote. Papers with similar or identical content were eliminated
by trying to find a “superset” paper, i.e., selecting a paper
which completely contains the relevant content of the other.
This superset paper selection was performed by at least two
authors. The date of the publication and the relevance to the
research questions were factored in.

The second threat to validity consists of possible inaccu-
racies in the data extraction and analysis. As with our efforts
tominimize selection bias, we adhered to the strict guidelines
of [36] for an objective and replicable data extraction process
to reduce bias. For data extraction and analysis, the studies
were again divided among the authors. The work of each
author was reviewed by at least one other author. Studies that
did not provide clear, objective informationwere reviewed by
all authors. In the review, the authors discussed the problems
with the study, resolving issues by majority vote.

Another threat to validity is the low number of primary
studies. Of the 38 primary studies that were included in the
SLR, on average there are one or two studies per approach
(with exception of the Artifact-centric Approach) containing
information regarding research questions. This might endan-
ger the overall accuracy of the representation of an approach
in the SLR. Additionally, studies might not describe exist-
ing features or concepts of an approach, i.e., there might
be an information gap between the information published in
research papers and the actual status of an approach. Possi-
ble reasons for this information gap include the prototypical
or unfinished status of a feature or concept. Furthermore,
the respective feature or concept of an approach might not
have been published due to its perceived irrelevance for the
research community. This information gap adds to the inac-
curacy when representing an approach in the SLR.

Finally, the SLRmaybe threatened by insufficient reliabil-
ity. To address this threat, we ensured that the search process
can be replicated by other researchers. Of course, the search
may then produce different results, as databases and inter-
nal search algorithms of libraries may have been changed or
updated. Additionally, as the process of creating an SLR also
considers subjective factors, such as varying interpretations
considering inclusion criteria, other researchers might come
to different conclusions and, hence, will not obtain exactly
the same results as presented in this paper.

5 Results

This section presents the major results of the SLR. We
performed an initial analysis of the primary studies by clas-
sifying them based on their modeling approaches. Table 2
summarizes the results.

The majority of papers belong to the Artifact-centric
Approach (13 studies). This is due to the high attention the
verification of artifact-centric system has spawned. Data-
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Table 2 Process modeling
approaches adopted by the
primary studies

Approach Study ID # of studies

Enhanced Activity-centric Approach S01 1

Document-based Approach S02 1

Artifact-centric Approach S03–S15 13

Case Handling Approach S16 1

Case Management Approach S17–S18 2

Corepro Approach S19 1

Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach S20–S23 4

Constraint-based Data-centric Approach S24 1

Information-centric Approach S25 1

Distributed Data Objects Approach S26 1

Object-aware Approach S27–S29 3

UML Object-centric Approach S30 1

Object-centric Approach S31–S33 3

Opus Approach S34 1

Proclet Approach S35 1

Product-based Approach S36 1

Stateless Process Enactment Approach S37–S38 2

centric Dynamic Systems (4 Studies) have evolved from
such a verification approach into a full data-centric process
modeling approach. Notable in the number of studies are
the Object-centric (4 studies) and Object-aware (3 studies)
approaches, as well as Case Management (2 studies). The
remainder of the studies belong to other approaches (11 stud-
ies).

The remainder of this section presents the detailed results
of the SLR, answering each research question separately (cf.
Sects. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6).

5.1 Data representation constructs

This section presents the results related to research question
RQ1, which focuses on the identification and definition of
constructs used to represent data. We use the term data rep-
resentation construct (DRC) (cf. Definition 1) to address the
different definitions of structured data in the context of data-
centric approaches.

Table 3 answers RQ1 by providing an overview as well
as a short description of the DRCs used in the data-centric
approaches identified in the SLR. Note that sometimes there
may exist slightly different DRC definitions for the same
approach, as the approachmay be discussed in several papers
with different goals in mind. To untangle this issue, we
decided to use a common denominator reflecting the essen-
tials of each DRC.

Before conducting the SLR, our expectation was that
the majority of data-centric approaches use a kind of entity

(e.g., objects, artifacts) that comprises a set of attributes to
form a semantically related group. Out of the 16 identified
approaches, 11 use DRCs with attributes, confirming our
expectations. While these approaches are similar regarding
the basic DRC descriptions they provide (i.e., entities with
attributes), they vary significantly in regards to the data types
of the attributes as well as the nesting of DRCs.

More precisely, some approaches limit the values of
individual attributes to primitive data types (e.g., strings, inte-
gers), while others allow for more complex data types (e.g.,
lists, maps). Furthermore, some approaches support nesting,
allowing a DRC to contain other DRCs. Consider the DRC
representing a study plan (cf. Example 1) which may contain
a DRC representing an exam description.

However, a data-centric approach does not necessitate an
entity with attributes, as evidenced by the Proclet Approach,
the Document-based Approach, the Constraint-based Data-
centric Approach, the Product-based Approach, and the
Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach. These approaches
operate on possibly unstructured data, as they have no for-
mal requirement regarding the structure of the data. The
Document-based Approach, for example, operates on doc-
uments (e.g., PDF or Excel files) referred to as Alphadocs,
which may be subdivided into Alphacards.

The Constraint-based Data-centric Approach uses col-
ored Petri net tokens to represent data. The data are not
grouped into a parent entity, whereas the Proclet Approach
uses a separate knowledge base for each Proclet. Proclets are
lightweight processes that are defined with Petri nets. The
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Table 3 Overview of the data representation constructs employed by data-centric approaches

Approach DRC Description

Enhanced Activity-centric Approach Data Object An extension of BPMN data
objects: A data object consists of an
object identifier, a set of attributes,
a dedicated lifecycle, and a set of
fields to express correlations

Document-based Approach Alphadoc Alphadocs are either content doc-
uments or coordination documents.
Content documents are documents
in the traditional sense (.txt or .pdf).
Alphadocs are divided into Alphac-
ards

Artifact-centric Approach Business Artifact Business artifacts consist of an
information model and a lifecycle
model. The information model pro-
vides attributes that may be atomic
values or complex nested entities

Case Handling Approach Case File A case consists of a collection of
data objects. Each data object may
hold a single value or a collection of
values

Case Management Approach Case File and Data Objects Data objects consist of a finite set of
attributes and are grouped in a case
file

Corepro Approach Objects Objects have a finite set of data
attributes as well as an attached life-
cycle process

Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach Tuples Data is represented as tuples in a
relational database

Constraint-based Data-centric Approach CPR tokens Default definition of a colored petri
net token

Information-centric Approach Business Entity A business entity has an associ-
ated datamodel and behaviormodel
existing in the context of a process

Distributed Data Objects Approach Data Object Data objects consist of a finite set of
attributes and a finite set of states.
Nesting is possible

Object-aware Approach Object Objects have a finite set of data
attributes and an attached lifecycle
process

UML Object-centric Approach Object Stateful objects in UML Activity
Diagrams.

Object-centric Approach Object Objects. No details on attributes or
lifecycles are specified

Opus Approach Data Structure A Data Structure has a finite set of
attributes and a finite set of tuples.
Each tuple entry corresponds to a
value for an attribute

Proclet Approach Knowledge Base A Proclet has a knowledge base,
storing relevant information. The
knowledge base is not formally
defined

Product-based Approach Product Data Model A Product Data Model is a directed
acyclic graph representing all data
items needed for a business process

Stateless Process Enactment Approach Business Object A business object consists a finite
set of attributes
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Table 4 Behavior description of the different approaches

Approach Behavior description

Enhanced Activity-centric Approach Lifecycle: extended BPMN

Document-based Approach Custom

Artifact-centric Approach Lifecycle: Guard-Stage-Milestone

Case Handling Approach Lifecycle: custom

Case Management Approach Lifecycle: CMMN

Corepro Approach Lifecycle: unspecified

Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach Atomic actions/Tasks

Constraint-based Data-centric Approach Declare, Dynamic Condition Response Graphs and Colored Petri Nets

Information-centric Approach Lifecycle: State Machines

Distributed Data Objects Approach Lifecycle: Colored Petri Nets

Object-aware Approach Lifecycle: micro-process (custom)

UML Object-centric Approach Lifecycle: Hierarchical UML State Charts

Object-centric Approach Lifecycle: Business State Machines

Opus Approach Colored Petri Nets

Proclet Approach Petri Nets

Product-based Approach Operations (custom)

Stateless Process Enactment Approach Preconditions, postconditions and effects

contents of the knowledge base of a Proclet are arbitrary and
may be defined as needed. In particular, the knowledge base
contains the performatives (messages) exchanged between
Proclets.

The Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach (DCDS)
abstracts from entities and represents data as tuples in a
database. DCDS relies on a well-formalized approach to
represent processes and data, which facilitates the applica-
tion of verification techniques. The Product-based Approach
defines its DRCs through a Product Data Model, which cor-
responds to a directed acyclic graph representing all required
data items.As such, it does not aim to provide generic process
support, but instead aims at directly supporting the delivery
of an informational product. It is assumed that this informa-
tional product, e.g., a decision on an mortgage claim [76], is
assembled from different components, e.g., interest rates and
gross income per year. Thereby, the identified product data
model is in charge of describing these components, i.e., the
respective data items.

In the SLR analysis, we found one approach (Enhanced
Activity-centric Approach [48]) devoted to extend a non-
data-centric approach with advanced data-centric capabil-
ities. Specifically, the Enhanced Activity-centric Approach
improves a traditional data element of BPMN by replacing it
with a data object, which contains attributes, has a dedicated
lifecycle, and can be correlated with other data objects as
well.

5.2 Behavior

Regarding Research question RQ2, we want to investigate
how a DRC acquires the data relevant to achieving process
goals. More precisely, RQ2 investigates how an approach
defines behavior in this context. Table 4 summarizes the dif-
ferent methods and notations used for specifying behavior.

Ten approaches use a lifecycle model to specify behav-
ior: Enhanced Activity-centric Approach, Artifact-centric
Approach, Case Handling Approach, Case Management
Approach,Distributed Data Objects Approach, Information-
centric Approach, UML Object-centric Approach, Core-
pro Approach, Object-aware Approach, and Object-centric
Approach. Coincidentally, the majority of these approaches
represent a DRC as an entity with attributes. Though life-
cycle processes increase the cohesion between process and
data, it is by no means superior to other kinds of behavior,
i.e., non-lifecycle behavior specification.

A popular choice for describing behavior are Petri nets
and, especially, colored Petri nets, as they explicitly con-
sider data. This choice was made, for example, in the Opus
Approach, which provides formal semantics and allows for
comprehensive correctness verification of behavior. For the
same reason, two approaches (i.e., Case Handling Approach
and Information-centric Approach) use state machines for
specifying behavior. Finally, UML Object-centric Approach
uses UML statecharts to represent the behavior of a DRC.
All other approaches either apply a completely individual
way of describing behavior (e.g.,Document-based Approach
or Product-based Approach), or combine and customize
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Table 5 Interaction descriptions of the different approaches

Approach Interaction description Separation of
behavior/interactions

Enhanced Activity-centric Approach Extended BPMN No

Document-based Approach Custom: Coordination Documents and Treatment
Status Artifacts

Yes

Artifact-centric Approach Guard-Stage-Milestone No

Case Handling Approach [Not applicable] [No]

Case Management Approach CMMN No

Corepro Approach Coordination Model Machine Yes

Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach CRUD operations and external function calls Yes

Constraint-based Data-centric Approach Declare, Dynamic Condition Response Graphs
and Colored Petri Nets

No

Information-centric Approach Synchronized State Machines Yes

Distributed Data Objects Approach Colored Petri Nets No

Object-aware Approach Macro-Process (custom) Yes

UML Object-centric Approach UML Activity Diagram, coordinator object Yes

Object-centric Approach Business State Machines No

Opus Approach Colored Petri Nets No

Proclet Approach Performatives/Petri Nets No

Product-based Approach [Not applicable] [No]

Stateless Process Enactment Approach Preconditions, postconditions, effects No

existing methods (e.g., the Constraint-based Data-centric
Approach usesDeclare and Petri Nets togetherwithDynamic
Condition Response Graphs). We consider this as an indica-
tion for the rather low maturity of contemporary data-centric
approaches, as no consolidation of different concepts and
notations has taken place so far. For activity-centric process
management, BPMN has been widely accepted as the stan-
dard modeling notation.

5.3 Interactions

Research question RQ3 intends to find out whether and, if
applicable, how interactions between different processes or
DRCs aremodeled in existing data-centric approaches. Inter-
actions between processes and DRCs are used either to share
different data or coordinate the execution of different pro-
cesses and DRC lifecycles, respectively. Table 5 summarizes
the results we obtained when investigating research question
RQ3.

Almost all approaches allow for some kind of interaction
between processes and DRCs, respectively. An exception
to this is the Product-based Approach, which focuses on
the product assembly process. To this end, the approach
presumes knowledge about the individual components of a
product. Accordingly, the process needs no interactions with
other processes.

Another exception is theCase Handling Approach, where
a case subsumes every activity anddata object.As the concept
requires that all data is part of a case and each case is isolated,
cases cannot have interactions.

The SLR revealed two classes of interaction modeling.
The first-class comprises approaches which separate interac-
tion modeling from the modeling of the behavior, i.e., they
use different languages to describe behavior and interactions.
In general, this leads to a loose coupling of behavior and
interactions. A representative of this class is Object-aware
Approach, where a micro-process describes the lifecycle
of an object (i.e., its behavior), whereas a macro-process
describes the interactions among different objects. The
second class comprises approaches that integrate the descrip-
tions of behavior and interactions, i.e., the description of the
interaction is part of the process model and, hence, a tight
coupling between behavior and interaction modeling exists.
A representative of this class is theProclets Approach, where
messages, called Performatives, are exchanged between the
Petri Nets of different Proclets. Another representative is the
Artifact-centric Approach, which uses GSM to describe both
the behavior of an artifact and its interactions with other arti-
facts. Which approaches separate behavior modeling from
interaction modeling is indicated by column “Separation” in
Table 5.

Separating behavior from interaction modeling offers
several advantages, in particular the loose coupling which
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Table 6 Process enactment mechanisms of the different approaches

Approach Enactment mechanism Data-driven

Enhanced Activity-centric Approach extended BPMN XML No

Document-based Approach active properties/documents. Yes

Artifact-centric Approach GSM (Tasks and PAC-Rules) Yes

Case Handling Approach State Transition diagrams and ECA rules Yes

Case Management Approach GSM (ECA rule application) Partially

Corepro Approach Abstract State Machines Partially

Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach Enactment of atomic actions Yes

Constraint-based Data-centric Approach Task execution and constraint satisfaction Partially

Information-centric Approach States changed by activities No

Distributed Data Objects Approach Colored Petri nets Partially

Object-aware Approach Custom, based on ECA Rules Yes

UML Object-centric Approach UML State Machines (Behavior),Token-passing (Interactions) Partially

Object-centric Approach Activities, ECA Rules No

Opus Approach Colored Petri Nets Yes

Proclet Approach Petri Nets No

Product-based Approach Custom Yes

Stateless Process Enactment Approach Preconditions, postconditions, effects Partially

allows changing the interaction constraints without affect-
ing behavior. As a drawback, process models might be
less comprehensible. Depending on the concrete goals of
the respective approach, either integration or separation of
behavior and interactions has proven to be more suitable.
For example, the Proclet Approach integrates interactions of
Proclets with the Petri nets describing Proclet behavior. This
allows verifying the soundness of both process behavior and
process interactions based on awell-defined formalism. Note
that this becomes more complex when separating interaction
modeling from behavior specification.

5.4 Process enactment mechanisms

This section presents the results related to research ques-
tion RQ4, i.e., the enactment mechanisms of data-centric
approaches. As opposed to traditional activity-centric
approaches, in data-centric approaches, modeling and enact-
ment of processes is driven by the acquisition of data instead
of exclusively by control flow.

Table 6 presents the answers to research question RQ4.
It can be noted that each approach has its individual
enactment method. Guard-Stage-Milestone (GSM), how-
ever, is employed multiple times, both in the Artifact-centric
Approach and in the Case Management Approach, where it
forms the core of the Case Management Model and Notation
(CMMN).

Colored Petri nets, employed in the Opus Approach and
the Distributed Data Objects Approach, are used multiple
times as well. Note that such a variety of enactment methods

provides evidence for the rather low maturity level of data-
centric process management, as no consensus regarding the
enactment of data-centric processes has been reached.

The identified enactment methods can be roughly clas-
sified into three categories: Petri nets, state machines, and
rule-based enactment. Each of these categories offers spe-
cific advantages to data-centric processes. For example, Petri
nets provide well-established, formal correctness verifica-
tion techniques, whereas rule-based enactment allows for an
increased flexibility when enacting processes.

The third column of Table 6 indicates which approaches
may be considered as data-driven according to the criteria
provided in Definition 4.

5.5 Management of process granularity

Research question RQ5 investigates how process granularity
(i.e., the levels of abstraction of a process) is managed in the
data-centric approaches.

As can be seen in Table 7, most approaches choose not
to enforce any restrictions regarding the level of process
abstraction. This allows for a variety of processmodels, rang-
ing from abstract models, e.g., models for documentation, to
less abstract models, e.g., executable process models. How-
ever, this variety comes with the usual drawbacks associated
with different levels of granularity. Namely, these drawbacks
include process models not being executable right away and
processmodels of heterogeneous granularities being difficult
to coordinate.
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Table 7 Management of process granularity in different approaches

Approach Levels Differentiation Sub-processes

Enhanced Activity-centric Approach Unspecified – ✓

Document-based Approach Two Units of Validation: Alphadocs and Alphacards ✗

Artifact-centric Approach Unspecified – ✗

Case Handling Approach Unspecified – ✓

Case Management Approach Unspecified – –

Corepro Approach Two Object Alignment and Object Coordination –

Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach Unspecified – –

Constraint-based Data-centric Approach Unspecified – ✓

Information-centric Approach Unspecified – ✓

Distributed Data Objects Approach Unspecified – –

Object-aware Approach Two Object behavior and interactions ✗

UML Object-centric Approach Two Object behavior and interactions ✗

Object-centric Approach Unspecified – ✗

Opus Approach One Object alignment –

Proclet Approach One Object alignment –

Product-based Approach One Product Data Model –

Stateless Process Enactment Approach Unspecified – –

✓: Has support, ✗: No support, – : Unknown

Approaches that use objects as DRCs align their pro-
cesses with business objects to facilitate overall coordina-
tion (e.g., Proclet and Object-aware approaches). Some of
these approaches manage granularity to make each pro-
cess executable at any time (e.g., Object-aware Approach,
UML Object-centric Approach, and Proclet Approach).
The approaches that separate behavior and interactions
(e.g., Corepro Approach,Object-aware Approach, andUML
Object-centric Approach, cf. Table 5) introduce a second
level of granularity in addition to the object alignment. This
second level of granularity explicitly deals with the interac-
tions between the different objects of a process.

The Document-based Approach comprises two different
levels of granularity. However, their distinction is based on
the validation of a document, but not on the separation of con-
cerns between behavior and interactions. As the Document-
based Approach uses documents called Alphadocs, the
primary level of granularity is the validation of an entire
Alphadoc. The second level comprises the Alphacards of an
Alphadoc. EachAlphacard can be validated individually and,
depending on the outcome, different measures can be taken,
e.g., invalidating the entire Alphadoc or taking measures to
correct validation errors.

5.6 Tool support

Tool support for modeling and enacting processes in the con-
text of data-centric approaches is indispensable in practice.
With research question RQ6, we evaluated which phases of
the process lifecycle are supported by tools, e.g., a mod-

eling or run-time environment. Differentiating between the
different lifecycle phases allows for better assessment of tool
maturity. Table 8 shows the phases of the process lifecycle
and whether tool support for this phase is provided by a data-
centric approach.

It becomes immediately apparent that no tool support
exists in data-centric approaches for the last phase of the busi-
ness process lifecycle, i.e., the “Diagnosis andOptimization”
phase. This can be seen as an indicator for the lowmaturity of
data-centric approaches in general. However, six approaches
are merely conceptual at this time, i.e., we could not find
evidence of tool support.

Seven approaches provide support for both the “Design”
Phase and the “Implementation and Execution” phase, the
most prominent being the Artifact-centric Approach and
the Case Handling Approach. Unlike all other approaches,
several tools have been developed for the Case Handling
Approach. The most widely known tool is for Case Han-
dling is FLOWer [56,75], a process modeling and enactment
tool. TheConstraint-basedData-centric Approach, theUML
Object-centric Approach, and the Object-centric Approach
each provide only tool support for the “Design” phase of the
business process lifecycle.

6 The DALEC framework

Using the research questions introduced in Sect. 3.1, the
SLR results presented in Sect. 5, and the process lifecy-
cle described in Sect. 2.2 as a basis, this section describes
theDALEC (Data-centric Approach Lightweight Evaluation
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Table 8 Tool support for
different phases of the process
lifecycle

Approach Design Implementation
and execution

Diagnosis and
optimization

Enhanced Activity-centric Approach ✓ ✓ –

Document-based Approach – – –

Artifact-centric Approach ✓ ✓ –

Case Handling Approach ✓ ✓ –

Case Management Approach ✓ ✓ –

Corepro Approach – – –

Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach ✓ ✓ –

Constraint-based Data-centric Approach ✓ – –

Information-centric Approach – – –

Distributed Data Objects Approach – – –

Object-aware Approach ✓ ✓ –

UML Object-centric Approach ✓ – –

Object-centric Approach ✓ – –

Opus Approach ✓ ✓ –

Proclet Approach – – –

Product-based Approach – – –

Stateless Process Enactment Approach – – –

✓: Has support, – : Unknown

and Comparison) framework. DALEC is used for evaluating,
categorizing and comparing data-centric approaches. More
precisely, for each stage of the process lifecycle, the frame-
work defines a set of evaluation and comparison criteria (cf.
Table 9). In addition to criteria specific to the process life-
cycle, we also introduce criteria related to the applicability
of the approach. The methodology on how the criteria of the
DALEC framework were derived is presented in Sect. 6.5.
The methodology is placed after the presentation of the cri-
teria, as knowledge of the criteria helps to understand the
justification of how these criteria were derived.

Most of the criteria use a 3-value scale consisting of the
following values: not supported, partially supported, and
fully supported. Finally, two criteria are evaluated using free
text.

6.1 Design

The following criteria are related to the design-time phase
of the process lifecycle. In particular, the modeling capabili-
ties of the data-centric approaches are considered, including
concepts such as verification and variants.

– D01—Modeling Language. The first criterion deals
with the process modeling language used by the data-
centric approach. Thismay include established languages
(e.g., BPMN or EPC), adaptations of existing languages,
or completely custom modeling languages specifically
tailored to the respective data-centric approach.

– D02—Specification of DRCs. DRCs constitute the
basic modeling elements of a data-centric approach
(cf. Sect. 5.1). As it is likely that every data-centric
approach must consider DRCs, we distinguish between
partial and full support by how DRCS are defined. If
their specification is fully formalized, the criterion is con-
sidered to be fully supported. If not fully formalized,
a partially formal or informal specification (e.g., data
objects in BPMN) is considered as partial support.

– D03—Specification of Behavior. This criterion refers to
the design-time capability of an approach to model the
behavior of DRCs at run time. An approach fully sup-
ports this criterion if it enables the formal specification
of a behavior model (e.g., in the form of a DRC lifecycle
process) at design time. An approach with a partially for-
mal or informal behavior model specification has partial
support.

– D04—Specification of Interactions. A data-centric
approach partially supports this criterion if it provides
means to specify interactions. For approaches with-
out DRC lifecycle processes, interactions correspond to
the interactions between processes in non-lifecycle pro-
cesses (e.g., Proclets). The specification of interactions
may be integrated with the behavior specification or be
separated from it. This criterion is partially supported
if partially formalized or informal specifications exist.
Full support requires that the interaction specification is
additionally completely formalized.
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Table 9 Criteria defined by the DALEC framework

Nr. Criterion Criterion description Scale

Design

D01 Modeling Language Describes whether a well-known language (e.g.,
GSM, BPMN, Petri nets) or a custom language
specific to the approach is used.

Free Text

D02 Specification of DRCs Does the approach allow for the specification of
DRCs?

3-value scale

D03 Specification of Behavior Does the approach allow for the specification of
behavior?

3-value scale

D04 Specification of Interactions Does the approach allow for the specification of
interactions between processes?

3-value scale

D05 Support for Managed Process Granularity Does the approach provide guidelines for managing
process granularity? Does it enforce certain
granularity levels?

3-value scale

D06 Support for Model Verification Does the approach allow for the verification of a
model (e.g., DRC, behavior) in respect to
correctness criteria (e.g., absence of deadlocks and
livelocks)?

3-value scale

D07 Support for Model Validation Does the approach allow for the validation of a
model (e.g., comparison with an ontology, trial
execution runs)?

3-value scale

D08 Specification of Data Access Permissions (Read/Write) Does the approach have an authorization concept for
restricting or granting access to DRCs?

3-value scale

D09 Support for Variants Does the approach allow for the definition of
variants of DRCs and processes?

3-value scale

Implementation and Execution

D10 Data-driven Enactment Is the process execution data-driven (cf.
Definition 4)?

3-value scale

D11 Operational Semantics for Behavior Does the approach provide operational semantics for
behavior?

3-value scale

D12 Operational Semantics for Interactions Does the approach provide operational semantics for
the interactions of DRCs and processes?

3-value scale

D13 Support for Ad hoc Changes and Verification Does the approach support ad hoc deviations from
the model(e.g., DRC model, behavior model)?
Does the approach allow verifying the ad hoc
changes?

3-value scale

D14 Support for Monitoring Does the approach support monitoring of DRCs and
processes?

3-value scale

D15 Batch Execution Does the approach allow for simultaneous execution
of multiple process instances as a batch?

3-value scale

D16 Support for Error Handling Does the approach have some mechanism to handle
or prevent errors at run-time (e.g., recovery)?

3-value scale

D17 Support for Versioning Does the approach support different versions of
DRCs and processes to exist simultaneously?

3-value scale

Diagnosis and Optimization

D18 DRC Schema Evolution Does the approach allow modifying DRCs to create
new schemas? Does the approach allow for the
migration of DRCs to a new schema?

3-value scale

D19 Behavior Schema Evolution Does the approach allow modifying behavior to
create new schemas? Does the approach allow for
the migration of behavior to a new schema?

3-value scale

D20 Interaction Schema Evolution Does the approach allow modifying interactions to
create new schemas? Does the approach allow for
the migration of interactions to a new schema?

3-value scale
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Table 9 continued

Nr. Criterion Criterion description Scale

Tool Implementation and Practical Cases

D21 Design Does the approach make a tool for supporting the
modeling available?

3-value scale

D22 Implementation and Execution Does the approach make a tool for supporting
implementation and execution available?

3-value scale

D23 Diagnosis and Optimization Does the approach make a tool for supporting
diagnosis and optimization available?

3-value scale

D24 Practical Examples Has the approach been practically evaluated? Free Text

– D05—Support for Managed Process Granularity.
Process granularity characterizes the level of detail of
a business process (cf. Sect. 3.1.5). An approach with
managed process granularity defines distinct levels of
granularity for the processes and enforces them at design
time. Managed granularity also exists when levels of
granularity for processes are recommended, but not
enforced. In contrast, an approach with unmanaged pro-
cess granularity neither enforces nor recommends any
granularity levels. Enforced managed process granular-
ity scores full support in this criterion. Partial support
is offered by approaches that recommend, but do not
enforce managed process granularity. Finally, unman-
aged process granularity, i.e., approaches that neither
enforce, nor recommend granularity levels are consid-
ered to have no support for managed process granularity.

– D06—Support for Model Verification. Verification cor-
responds to the task of determining whether a process
model is compliant with a specified set of correctness
criteria. A full support of this criterion requires that all
aspects of process and DRC modeling have formally
specified correctness criteria. It must be formally decid-
able whether a process or DRC model is compliant or
non-compliant with these criteria. If an aspect of the
process model is lacking formalized criteria or the cor-
rectness criteria are only stated informally and, therefore,
cannot be used for formal verification, the support is con-
sidered as partial. Fully supported verification implicitly
depends on fully formalized DRC, behavior models, and
interaction models.

– D07—Support for Model Validation.Validation ensures
that a process model satisfies certain validation require-
ments that are specified before the modeling. The dif-
ference between validation and verification is illustrated
with an example:
If the goal was to model a study plan process, but instead
a process model for managing lectures was actually cre-
ated, themodel would pass verification (if built correctly)
but fail validation, as a process for managing lectures is
not a study plan process.

Full support of this criterion requires that the approach
provides means to automatically validate a model against
the validation requirements. Possible means are the com-
parison with an ontology or the formal specification of
the validation requirements, which then can be used to
formally validate the model. Partial support for this cri-
terion requires the approach to provide means to simplify
the validation by the process designers, e.g., by having
trial runs. If the approach has neither, this criterion is
considered as not supported.

– D08—Specification of Data Access Permissions
(Read/Write). This criterion evaluates the authorization
concept of an approach. In addition to the permissions
for executing activities in activity-centric process man-
agement, a data-centric approach must define access
permissions for reading and writing a DRC and its indi-
vidual attribute values. The criterion is considered as
being fully supported if the access to data can be restricted
to individual attributes within a DRC, i.e., access control
is fine-grained. Partial support is provided if access per-
missions can only be granted to an entire DRC, i.e., a
user can only be granted read/write permissions on all
attributes of a DRC at once.

– D09—Support for Variants. A variant constitutes a
derivation from a base entity, most often to adapt to spe-
cific circumstances and contexts (e.g., domain-specific,
country-specific, or regarding specific legal constraints).
For example, a DRC variant may either incorporate an
additional attribute or lack an attribute that is unneces-
sary in the given context. The defining characteristic for
a variant is that a variant stays closely related to its base
entity. This means that changes made to the base entity
propagate to its variants,which has the benefit of avoiding
redundant changes. This criterion is considered fully sup-
ported if data-centric approaches support variants of both
processes and DRCs. Having variants of either DRCs or
processes constitutes partial support.
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6.2 Implementation and execution

The following criteria are related to the run-time phase of
the process lifecycle. Hereby, the enactment capabilities of a
data-centric approach are evaluated along the basic concepts
of business process execution.

– D10—Data-driven Enactment. The criterion evalu-
ates whether the proposed execution mechanism of an
approach is data-driven (cf. Definition 4). To be con-
sidered as fully data driven, the mechanism driving the
execution of the data-aware process must fulfill all three
criteria of the definition. If not fully supported, but at least
one of the criteria is satisfied, the approach is considered
as partially data-driven.

– D11—Operational Semantics for Behavior. This crite-
rion checks whether an approach defines precise execu-
tion semantics for its process models regarding behavior.
If all features of the model are supported at run-time, the
criterion is considered as fully supported. If not fully sup-
ported, but at least one feature is supported at run-time,
the criterion is considered as partially supported.

– D12—Operational Semantics for Interactions. This
criterion checkswhether an approach defines precise exe-
cution semantics for its process models regarding their
interactions. If all features of the model are supported at
run-time, the criterion is considered as fully supported. If
not fully supported, but at least one feature is supported
at run-time, the criterion is considered as partially sup-
ported.

– D13—Support for Ad hoc Changes and Verification.
The criterion specifieswhether the approach allows for ad
hoc deviations from a DRC or process model at run time.
Examples of ad hoc changes include the specification of
an additional attribute for a DRC instance, the assign-
ment of new permission for a specific instance for a user,
and alterations of behavior processes. Ad hoc changes
are employed at run time and usually concern specific
instances. If the approach allows parts of both DRCs and
process models to be altered, it is considered as fully sup-
ported. If ad hoc changes are limited to either DRCs or
process models, the criterion is considered as partially
supported.

– D14—Support for Monitoring. The monitoring of run-
ning processes keeps track of the execution status of
process instances and DRCs in real time. It allows for
the timely detection or prediction of problems in process
execution. This may also include the generation of log
entries as well as their real-time analysis. Full support
exists if all aspects of processes and DRCs can be mon-
itored in real time at run time; partial support exists if
only a subset of aspects can be monitored at run-time or
the real-time requirement is not met.

– D15—Batch Execution. This criterion specifies if the
approach allows specifying batch operations on DRCs,
their behavior, or interactions. A batch execution is
defined as the simultaneous application of an action to
a selection of instances. Examples include canceling all
currently unfulfilled orders or the provision of a value
to an attribute of selected DRCs. Full support exists if
DRC, behavior and interactions may all be a target for
batch executions, a partial support exists if at least one
can be a target.

– D16—Support for Error Handling. Although many
problems can be foreseen and handled at design time,
unforeseen circumstances at run timemight always occur,
hindering or halting process execution. Therefore, it is
preferred that an approach is able to cope with the
problems at run time in an appropriate manner. Simple
error handling mechanisms are the termination or restart
of problematic process instances. Advanced error han-
dlingmechanisms include the prediction and detection of
problems and the application of appropriate countermea-
sures without having to terminate or restart the process
instance. The presence of a simple error handling mech-
anism (e.g., a try-catchmechanism) is considered as
partial support of the criterion, whereas the presence of
an advanced mechanism (e.g., automated recovery pro-
cedures) in addition to simple mechanisms is considered
as full support of the criterion.

– D17—Support for Versioning. Similar to variants, ver-
sions constitute derivatives of base entities. However, a
version does not stay connected to its base entity, i.e.,
changes of the base entity are not propagated to versions.
In general, a version exists independently from other ver-
sions. Usually, versions are obtained by evolving DRCs
or process models. Managing a myriad of versions of
the same model poses a challenging problem for any
data-centric approach. The criterion evaluates whether
different versions may coexist in the same run-time envi-
ronment. If both process and DRC versions are allowed,
it is considered as full support. If either process or DRC
versions are supported, support is considered to be par-
tial.

6.3 Diagnosis and optimization

Schema evolution describes the process of adapting exist-
ing models to changing circumstances. The main difference
between schema evolution of an existing model and the
creation of a new (i.e., adapted) model, without schema evo-
lution support, is that existing instances of the old model
may be migrated to the new schema. Running instances of
the old model are then updated with the new model informa-
tion and continue with their execution. However, a migration
might not be possible in all cases, e.g., a requested change
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may no longer be possible due to the execution progress of
a process instance. The capabilities for schema evolution in
data-centric approaches are evaluated with the following cri-
teria. The evolution of DRCs, behavior, and interactions are
evaluated separately to give a more detailed overview.

– D18—DRC Schema Evolution. The capability to evolve
existingDRCsanduse the resulting schemas at run time is
considered as partial support. If existing DRC instances
may also be migrated to the new schema, schema evo-
lution is considered to be fully supported. It is also
considered as full support if all running instances are
forced to migrate to the new schema and instances that
cannot be migrated need to be deleted (no versioning).

– D19—Behavior Schema Evolution. Analogously to
DRC schema evolution, creating new schemas of behav-
iormodels that exist in parallel to old schemas is regarded
as partial support of this criterion. Allowing the migra-
tion of existing instances to the new schema is considered
as full support.

– D20—Interaction Schema Evolution. If interaction
specifications are separate from behavior specification in
a data-centric approach, the criterion is evaluated sep-
arately. Otherwise, it is rated with the same score as
schema evolution of behavior. The evaluation follows the
same principles as the DRC and behavior schema evo-
lution: Creating new schemas of interaction models that
exist in parallel to old schemas is regarded as partial sup-
port of this criterion. Allowing the migration of existing
instances is considered as full support.

6.4 Tool implementation and practical cases

A mature tool support is required for designing, implement-
ing, executing, as well as monitoring process models created
with a data-centric approach. Note that it is not necessary that
distinct tools for each phase of the process lifecycle exist (cf.
Sect. 2.2) as some approaches may combine functionality for
multiple phases into a single tool.

– D21—Design. Full support of the “Design” phase sig-
nifies the presence of a (GUI-based) tool that allows
specifying all aspects of process models and their asso-
ciated DRCs. If the tool supports at least one, but not
all modeling aspects, support of the approach for the
“Design” phase is considered as partial. If no tool exists
that supports the “Design” phase or the tool does not
implement at least one modeling feature completely, the
criterion is considered as not supported.

– D22—Implementation and Execution. In regard to the
“Implementation and Execution” phase, Full support
requires that a tool comprises an engine that is able to
properly enact the complete operational semantics of the

data-centric approach. If the tool merely supports a sub-
set of the operational semantics, the support is considered
as partial. If no tool exists that supports the “Implemen-
tation and Execution” phase, the criterion is considered
as not supported.

– D23—Diagnosis and Optimization. Finally, for the
“Diagnosis andOptimization” phase, the criterion is con-
sidered as fully supported if a tools exists that allows
tracking the execution of process executions in real time.
Additionally, the capabilities of the tool to use gathered
data for improving the process models is considered. If
the tool merely allows using gathered data for analyzing
and improving the process models with real-time mon-
itoring, the support is considered as partial. If no tool
exists that supports the “Diagnosis and Optimization”
phase, the criterion is considered as not supported.

– D24—Practical Examples. This criterion checks for
practical applications and evaluations of the considered
data-centric approach. The results, for example descrip-
tions of applications in industrial settings or projects, are
described using free text.

6.5 Criteria derivation

For the motivation of the criteria used in the DALEC frame-
work, the primary source was the research questions. The
following criteria were directly derived from the research
questions presented in Sect. 3: criteria D01–D05 for the
process design category, criteria D10–12 for the implemen-
tation and execution category, and criteria D21–24 for the
tool implementation and practical use cases.

However, the research questions only cover the cur-
rent development state of data-centric process management
approaches to an extent. Data-centric approaches cover more
aspects than captured in the research questions. As such,
including only criteria based on the research questions would
severely limit the applicability of the DALEC framework, as
data-centric approaches gain new features not covered by the
framework.

Therefore, we opted to include additional criteria to cover
more developments in data-centric process management. For
this purpose, we outlined the following meta-criteria for
including or excluding these additional criteria in theDALEC
framework:

1. Criteria that are subjective (e.g., understandability) are
excluded for their potential for ambiguity.

2. A criterion is included when it has:

(a) relevance from repeated mentioning in the papers
considered in the SLR

(b) significant added value for data-centric approaches,
determined by author consensus
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3. Final criteria count should be around twenty, with a rea-
sonable distribution among the different BPM lifecycle
phases.

In total, we considered 53 different criteria for creation of
the DALEC framework, from which we included 24 accord-
ing to the meta-criteria. The initial search for criteria was
non-exhaustive, it was stopped when all authors agreed that
there is a suitable pool of criteria to choose from. The addi-
tional criteria for the DALEC framework may be mainly
categorized as follows, according to their source:

1. Focus topics are emphasized by the included data-centric
approaches.

2. Feature analogy is derived from comparing features of
data-centric approacheswith activity-centric approaches.

During the analysis of the studies, it became evident that
some data-centric approaches are focused on a very specific
topic. Most notably, the artifact-centric approach puts a lot
of emphasis on the correct verification of its artifact models,
and much less focus on topics such as artifact execution. If
such a focus topic was found during the study analysis, a
discussion was started whether to include it as a criterion in
the DALEC framework.

In detail, criterion “D06—Support for Model Verifica-
tion” is primarily motivated by the artifact-centric approach
for its particular emphasis of model verification. Also, other
approaches recognizemodel verification as an important cor-
nerstone of the functionality of the approach. One aspect
of Case Handling is the recovery from run-time specific
errors, as such, criterion “D16—Support for Error Handling”
is included for the Case Handling approach. Authorization
for data is topic in object-aware process management, there-
fore “D08—Specification of Data Access Permissions” was
added as a criterion.

Activity-centric processmanagement, in comparisonwith
data-centric approaches, has received a significant number
of feature extensions since its conception. Much of these
features may be transferred to data-centric processes, cre-
ating a feature analogy. While data-centric approaches also
have inspired features for the improvement of activity-centric
processes, there is nodenial that activity-centric processman-
agement possesses a significant advantage in feature count.

Criterion “D09—Support for Variants” is inspired by the
large amount of approaches trying to make activity-centric
process models more flexible by creating process variants,
i.e., process models differing in specific areas from a base
model. An overview and comparison for activity-centric vari-
ability approaches may be found in [2]. In addition, ad hoc
changes to processes at run-time allow making processes
more flexible, and are interesting for data-centric approaches.
Therefore, criterion “D13—Support for Ad hoc Changes”

was added to theDALEC framework. CriteriaD18 toD20 are
concerned with schema evolution of process models. While
this counts as a feature analogy, the idea originally comes for
relational databases andwas itself adopted by activity-centric
process management. Batch activities, captured in criterion
“D15—Batch Execution,” are both focus topic and feature
analogy, as the object-aware approach and [59] introduce
batch execution to their respective approaches.

Criterion “D07—Support for Model Validation” is
included in the DALEC framework due to the general
importance of validation for any model or system. Crite-
rion “D17—Support for Versioning” is seen as a logical
consequence to the schema evolution criteria D18–D20. Cri-
terion “D14—Support for Monitoring” was added due to its
interesting nature for data-centric process management, as
in context of artifacts or the lifecycles of multiple DRCs,
the question of status of the overall business process is non-
trivial.

While the criteria certainly leave a lot of room for
the improvement of data-centric approaches, the criteria
included in the DALEC framework are of course only a frac-
tion ofwhat could be included.We concede that the selection,
while done with consensus from all authors and in the best
interest of overall applicability of the DALEC framework, is
to a certain degree arbitrary and does not include many of
the criteria other authors would deem important. However,
adding hundreds of different criteria defeats the purpose of an
applicable comparison framework. Additional criteria may
be added as needed when using the DALEC framework for
the comparison of data-centric approaches. If possible, these
additional criteria should be derived with the guidelines out-
lined above.

7 Applying the DALEC framework to three
prominent approaches

In order to illustrate the way our framework can be applied
in practice, we exemplarily assess three selected data-centric
approaches found in the context of the SLR. Specifically, our
evaluation will consider the Case Handling, Artifact-centric
and Object-aware approaches.

The selection of the three aforementioned approaches was
performed using the following six-step procedure:

1. WeusedGoogleScholar to collect the number of citations
associated with each primary study included in the SLR.
The number of citations for each paper was obtained in
February 2017.

2. We grouped the studies based on the respective data-
centric approach.
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3. We selected a set of representative papers, where each
representative paper belonged to a different approach and
had the most citations of the respective approach.

4. We calculated the median number of citations for the set
of representative papers.

5. We filtered out all the representative papers from the set
for which the amount of citations was below the median.

6. For the approacheswhose representative papers remained
above the median, we filtered out the ones that did not
provide any software tool supporting both the Design
phase as well as the Implementation and Execution phase
of the business process lifecycle. This was determined
by the mentioning of tool support in the studies or demo
papers.

The DALEC framework will be applied to the approaches
represented by the remaining three representative papers.
These representative papers belong to the Case Handling,
Artifact-centric, and Object-aware approach.

The results of the above selection procedure are presented
in Table 10. The selection procedure ensures that the three
selected approaches are (1) well established and highly cited,
and are (2) supported by a mature tool implementation.

The results of the application of theDALEC framework on
the three selected approaches are investigated in the follow-
ing section and outlined in Table 11. The values have been
obtained from the primary studies of the approaches and the
modeling of the running example. In Sects. 7.1 to 7.3, the
approaches and their respective scores will be discussed in
detail.

7.1 Applying the framework to the Case Handling
approach

Case Handling [75] is an approach that was designed for
the support of knowledge-intensive business processes. The
central concept is the case, i.e., a collection of activities, data
objects, and actors. In particular, activity execution is mainly
driven by data flow instead of exclusively by control flow.
An example of a case is the creation and assessment of study
plans (cf. Example 1). An excerpt of the case, specifically
the fragment referring to a student submitting the study plan,
is depicted in Fig. 3 using the Case Handling notation.

When processing a case, activities need to be executed.
Though these activities may be arranged in a precedence
relation, their execution depends exclusively on the avail-
ability of case data. Data are represented as a collection of
data objects. Case and data objects are formalized and con-
sequently “D02—Specification of DRCs” is fully supported.
“D03—Specification of Behavior” is fully supported due to
the activities in a case as well as their precedence relations. In
contrast to the other two approaches evaluated in Sect. 7, the
Case Handling Approach provides no support for “D04—

Specification of Interactions.” This can be explained by the
fact thatCaseHandlingwasdevelopedunder assumptions not
captured in the research questions. Case Handling assumes
that all relevant information is subsumed in one case, there-
fore cases need not interact with others.

Any activity must be connected to at least one data object
through a form. Forms are used to present different views
on the data objects associated with a particular activity. As
shown in Fig. 3, the example case consists of nine activity
definitions (e.g., “Login to the system” and “Add personal
information”) and six forms associated with them. Forms
are used to collect relevant data objects for the activities,
e.g., Form 1 is associated with the activity “Login to the
system,” which contains the data objects “University ID” and
“Password.”

In addition to free data objects, which may be associated
with an entire case, there are two kinds of specialized data
objects explicitly linked to one or more activities.

– Mandatory data objects require that their corresponding
data fields in the form are filled in order to complete
the corresponding activity. This does not mean that the
corresponding activity is responsible for adding the infor-
mation. The information might have been added by a
previously executed activity of the case.

– Restricted data objects can only be modified by the spe-
cific activities they are associatedwith. For example, data
object “Password” is both restricted to andmandatory for
the activity “Login to the system,” while “University ID”
is not restricted to the activity. The “University ID” data
object is mandatory for all activities of the case, even if
its value is determined once during the execution of the
first activity of the case, i.e., “Login to the system.”

In addition, the Case Handling Approach allows for
the specification of roles associated to process participants.
Roles express the ability of a process participant to execute,
skip or redo a specific activity. The definition of roles and
the presence of specialized data objects enable an implicit
mechanism for specifying data access permission. This cor-
responds to partial support for “D08—Specification of Data
Access Permissions (Read/Write).” For example, users with
the role “student submitting a study plan” may potentially
execute any activity of the case in Fig. 3. When they exe-
cute activity “Login to the system,” they may write both the
“University ID” and “Password” data objects, but may not
write any of the other data objects of the case, as they are
associated with other activities.

Data objects are used by a case in the context of activities.
Values for data objects may be required for the completion
of an activity. For example, activity “Login to the system”
completes only after providing values for the mandatory data
objects “University ID” and “Password.” Furthermore, the
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Table 10 Study impact analysis
(performed in February 2017)

Category Study Citations Tool support

Enhanced Activity-centric Approach S01 51(*) ✓

Document-based Approach S02 22(*) –

Artifact-centric Approach S03 110 ✓

S04 34

S05 127

S06 30

S07 57

S08 1

S09 1

S10 121

S11 149

S12 464(*)

S13 19

S14 50

S15 25

Case Handling Approach S16 700(*) ✓

Case Management Approach S17 4 ✓

S18 9(*)

Corepro Approach S19 144(*) –

Data-centric Dynamic Systems Approach S20 2 ✓

S21 1

S22 3

S23 4(*)

Constraint-based Data-centric Approach S24 22(*) –

Information-centric Approach S25 139(*) –

Distributed Data Objects Approach S26 0(*) –

Object-aware Approach S27 18 ✓

S28 61

S29 156(*)

UML Object-centric Approach S30 2(*) –

Object-centric Approach S31 173(*) –

S32 3

S33 19

Opus Approach S34 3(*) ✓

Proclet Approach S35 124(*) –

Product-based Approach S36 60(*) –

Stateless Process Enactment Approach S37 4(*) –

S38 3

✓: Has support, – : Unknown
(*) : highest citation count per approach

presence of certain data object values can also be used as
a precondition for enacting activities. For example, activity
“Create new study plan” can be executed if, and only if, the

value of the data object “Kind of submission” is equal to
“New.” It is possible to combine such preconditions and the
optional skipping or redoing of activities. This allows for
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Table 11 Application of the framework to Case Handling, artifact-centric and object-aware

Nr. Criterion Case Handling Artifact-centric Object-aware

Design

D01 Modeling Language Custom GSM Custom

D02 Specification of DRCs ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

D03 Specification of Behavior ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

D04 Specification of Interactions ✗ ✓✓ ✓✓

D05 Support for Process Granularity ✓✓ ✗ ✓✓

D06 Support for Model Verification ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

D07 Support for Model Validation ✗ ✗ ✗

D08 Specification of Data Access Permissions (Read/ Write) ✓ ✗ ✓✓

D09 Support for Variants ✗ ✗ ✗

Implementation and Execution

D10 Data-driven Enactment ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

D11 Operational Semantics for Behavior ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

D12 Operational Semantics for Interactions ✗ ✓✓ ✓✓

D13 Support for Ad hoc changes and Verification ✗ ✗ ✗

D14 Support for Monitoring ✗ ✗ ✗

D15 Batch Execution ✗ ✗ ✓

D16 Support for Error Handling ✓ ✗ ✗

D17 Support for Versioning ✗ ✗ ✗

Diagnosis and Optimization

D18 DRC Schema Evolution ✗ ✗ ✓

D19 Behavior Schema Evolution ✗ ✗ ✓✓

D20 Interaction Schema Evolution ✗ ✗ ✓

Tool Implementation and Practical Cases

D21 Design ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

D22 Implementation and Execution ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

D23 Diagnosis and Optimization ✓ ✗ ✗

D24 Practical Examples Insurance Finance Medical, HR

“✓✓” : Full support, “✓” : Partial support, “✗” : No support

the definition of primitive error handling mechanisms, i.e.,
“D16—Support for Error Handling” is partially supported.

As support for “D04—Specification of Interactions” is
missing, consequently, the Case Handling Approach does
not support “D12—Operational Semantics for Interactions.”
However, the Case Handling Approach has full support for
“D11—Operational Semantics for Behavior.” Furthermore,
the behavior of a case is data-driven, as its progress is deter-
mined by the values of the data objects.

According to Definition 4, the Case Handling Approach
provides full support for “D10—Data-driven Enactment.”
Cases are divided into complex cases (i.e., having an internal
structure) and atomic cases (i.e., without any internal struc-
ture); the latter correspond to activities in a complex case.
Complex case definitions consist of a number of complex
cases and atomic cases, resulting in a hierarchical structur-
ing of cases in sub-cases and activities.

Over the years, several tools were developed for the
CaseHandling Approach, including the Staffware CaseHan-
dler [70],COSAActivityManager [68] andVectus [46]. Each
of these tools covers specific features of the approach. How-
ever, the only available tool that is fully consistent with the
Case Handling Approach meta model and the formal spec-
ification is the FLOWer System [56] developed by Pallas
Athena. FLOWer consists of a number of software compo-
nents: (i) FLOWer Studio is the graphical environment used
to specify cases at design time, (ii)FLOWerCaseGuide is the
client application that handles individual cases at run-time
and (iii) FLOWer Management Information allows record-
ing and retrieving the entire history of a case, including time
stamps, data changes and actors involved in its execution;
However, no tool is provided for the analysis of such infor-
mation. FLOWer has been evaluated in [51,70] through an
insurance company’s process for handling claims for motor
vehicle damage. Regarding the category “Tool Implemen-
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Fig. 3 The study plans management procedure represented through the Case Handling approach

tation and Practical Cases” of the DALEC framework, a
modeling tool and an enactment tool, each with full capabil-
ities, exist, i.e., “D21—Design” and “D22—Implementation
and Execution” are fully supported. The Case Handling tools
further have limited capabilities for “D23—Diagnosis and
Optimization,” resulting in partial support for this criterion.

7.2 Applying the framework to the artifact-centric
approach

We use the Artifact-centric Approach with the Guard-Stage-
Milestone (GSM)metamodel tomodel the running example.
The resulting model includes three different artifacts, i.e.,
“student,” “change request,” and “study plan” (cf. Figs. 4, 5
and 6). Each artifact consists of an information model and a
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Data
A�ributes

…

withValidPlan

commissionmember

Status
A�ributes

monitor

s.’Study Plans’ 
exists(‘planAccep
ted’.Invalidated())

Achieving: 
s.’Study Plans

exists(‘planAccept
ed’)

Fig. 4 The student artifact represented using the GSM notation

lifecycle model. The lifecycle model is defined in GSM using
stages associated with guards and milestones. Hereby, stages
group individual activities and guards represent entry con-
ditions to a stage. Finally, milestones represent operational
objectives and are completed on the fulfillment of their corre-
sponding conditions. Each information model includes two
separate sets of attributes, denoted as data attributes and sta-
tus attributes, respectively. Data attributes contain fields that
store business-relevant information aswell as fields that store
events, e.g., the completion of a milestone. Status attributes
are those related to the state of stages (open or closed)
and milestones (achieved or invalidated). Artifacts
are fully formalized, giving full support to the “D02—
Specification of DRCs” criterion. The GSM meta model
is also fully formalized. Since artifacts combine behavior
and interactions in one model, this grants full support for
the criteria “D03—Specifications of Behavior” and “D04—
Specification of Interactions.”

Figure 4 shows the model of the student artifact. For sim-
plicity, the only relevant business-related attributes are the
student ID and a history of study plans of which only one has
the “planAccepted” milestone achieved. When the currently
accepted plan is invalidated, the student enters the “moni-
tor” stage that is completed when a new plan reaches the
“planAccepted” milestone.

Figure 5 depicts the model for the change request arti-
fact. The artifact is created when a new creation event, i.e.,
an external event requesting the creation of an artifact, is
detected and an accepted study plan exists. At this point, the
student may prepare the change request by specifying the
changes she intends to make to her study plan. The stage is
closed whenever the study plan is submitted to a commission
member.

…

Data
A�ributes

Status
A�ributes

Prepare
Change
Request

requestSent

student

Analyze
Request

accepted

commissionmember

discarded

cr.’Most Recent Event Type’
=‘sendRequest’

cr.’requestSent’
.Achieved()

cr.’Most Recent Event Type’
=‘discardChangeRequest’

cr.’Most Recent Event Type’
=‘acceptChangeRequest’

s.’Most Recent Event Type’
=‘createChangeRequest’ and s.’Study

Plans’ 
exists(‘planAccepted’).achieved()

Fig. 5 The change request artifact represented using the GSM notation

DefiningNewPlan

planAccepted

student

Modify Plan

Analyze Plan

revisionAccepted

revisionRejected

commissionmember

updated
Edi�ngPlan

…

Data
A�ributes

Status
A�ributes

CommissionEvalua�ng

s.’Most Recent Event Type’
=‘createNewPlan’ and s.’Study Plans’ 

notexists(‘planAccepted’).achieved()

sp.’updated
’.Achieved()

sp.’revision
Accepted’.
Achieved()

sp.’Most Recent Event Type’
=‘rejectRevision’

sp.’Most Recent Event Type’
=‘acceptRevision’

sp.’Most Recent Event Type’
=‘savePlan’

sp.’revision
Rejected’.
Achieved()

sp.’updated’.
Invalidated()

Fig. 6 The study plan artifact represented using the GSM notation

Closing milestone “requestSent” opens the stage in which
the commission member must decide whether to accept or
reject a change request. If the request is accepted, all mile-
stones “planAccepted” of the study plans are invalidated.
Otherwise, the request is rejected and a notification is sent to
the student.

Figure 6 depicts the GSMmodel of the study plan artifact.
A study plan can be created if no accepted study plans exist.
The “DefiningNewPlan” stage is a compound stage consist-
ing of two sub-stages, which alternate until the commission
member approves the last update of the study plan. In par-
ticular, after a first saving operation (milestone “updated”
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achieved) the commission member may decide to accept
or reject the revision. If she rejects the revision, the “Edit-
ingPlan” sub-stage is re-opened (remember that in this case
the updated milestone is automatically invalidated). Finally,
whenever the “revisionAccepted” milestone is reached, the
“planAccepted” milestone is reached as well.

For the Artifact-centric Approach, verifying the correct-
ness of themodels is of particular importance due to the num-
ber of papers concernedwith it. [5] introduces amethodology
to translate an artifact-centric process model into a so-called
Artifact-Centric Multi-Agent System (AC-MAS). Once this
translation has been accomplished, well-established verifi-
cation techniques for logic formulas can be applied [5].
The verification of artifact-centric models has been exten-
sively investigated, for example in [4,15,69], resulting in
full support for “D06—Support for Model Verification.”
The GSM operational semantics is described in [15], cov-
ering both the enacting behavior and interactions between
DRCs. Therefore, artifact-centric process management fully
supports criteria “D11—Operational Semantics for Behav-
ior” and “D12—Operational Semantics for Interactions.”
According to Definition 4, the operational semantics also
support data-driven enactment of artifact-centric processes,
which results in full support for “D10—Data-driven Enact-
ment.”

The modeling and enactment of artifact-centric pro-
cess models with GSM is supported by a tool called
Barcelona [30]. The tool has been made open source and
relabeled BizArtifact4. BizArtifact comprises both model-
ing and execution environments, thereby scoring full support
for criteria “D21—Design” and “D22—Implementation and
Execution,” respectively. The Artifact-centric Approach was
applied during an extensive case study in the finance sector
([11], cf. Criterion D24).

7.3 Applying the framework to the object-aware
approach

Analogously to the examples for Artifact-centric and Case
Handling approaches, this section represents the “Study
Plan” example process as an object-aware process model.
Based on this model, we discuss the application of the frame-
work to the Object-aware Approach.

For the object-aware example we use the modeling nota-
tion of the PHILharmonicFlows framework, the implemen-
tation of the Object-aware Approach. PHILharmonicFlows
process models are split into multiple distinct models. The
first relevant model is the data model, which describes the
various objects participating in the process, as well the rela-
tions between them. The data model for the study plan
example process is depicted in Fig. 7.

4 Available for free at https://sourceforge.net/projects/bizartifact/.

Course StudentEmployee

Study Plan

Change 
Request Review

Fig. 7 PHILharmonicFlows data model

Study Plan
• Student : 

Rela�on<Student>
• Courses: 

List<<Reference<Course>>

Review
• Study Plan :

Rela�on<Study Plan>
• Complete: Boolean
• Reclama�ons: String
• Approve: Boolean

Change Request
• Study Plan :

Rela�on<Study Plan>>
• Reason: String
• Approve: Boolean
• Added Courses: 

List<<Reference<Course>>
• Removed Courses: 

List<<Reference<Course>>

Fig. 8 Objects and attributes

The relations in the data model show a bidirectional link
between two objects, e.g., a Review belongs to a Study Plan
and a Study Plan has a Review. Note that Course does not
have a relation to Study Plan; this is because Courses are
only referenced by Study Plans, as they do not “belong” to
them. Instead, each Study Plan has a list of references, each
pointing to a Course.

The data model also allows defining the attributes present
in each of the objects. The attributes for the most important
objects can be seen in Fig. 8. Regarding the framework, the
criterion “D02—Specification of DRCs” is fully supported,
as the object-aware approach provides complete formal def-
initions for objects, attributes, relations and the data model.

Furthermore, each of the objects depicted in the data
model has a so-called micro-process attached to it. The
micro-process describes an object’s lifecycle during the
course of the process execution. The micro-processes are
modeled separately for each object and can be viewed in
Fig. 9. Micro-processes represent the behavior of a DRC in
the Object-aware Approach.

Each micro-process consists of multiple states, e.g., Cre-
ation, Evaluation, Approved, and Rejected, for the Change
Request micro-process. An instance of an object can only be
in one state at any given time during the process execution.
In an object-aware process, the state of an object is the only
information immediately visible to other objects. The state
is therefore used to coordinate execution with other objects.
An example of this could be the following simple rule: If a
Review is Rejected, the Study Plan that the Review belongs
to shall change its State to Rejected as well. To determine in
which state an object is, each of the states contains a sequen-
tial list of steps, each referencing one of the attributes of
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Crea�on Course Selec�on

StudentStudent CompleteComplete

Approved

Rejected

Cancelled

Crea�on Course Selec�on

Student Complete

Approved

Rejected

Cancelled

Crea�on Course Selec�on

StudentStudent CompleteComplete

Approved

Rejected

Cancelled

Crea�on Course Selec�on

Student Complete

Approved

Rejected

Cancelled

Crea�on Evalua�on

Approved

Rejected

Study PlanStudy Plan ReasonReason Added 
Courses
Added 

Courses
Removed 
Courses

Removed 
Courses

ApprovalApproval
True

False

Crea�on Evalua�on

Approved

Rejected

Study Plan Reason Added 
Courses

Removed 
Courses

Approval
True

False

Study Plan Micro Process

Change Request Micro Process

Review Micro Process

Fig. 9 PHILharmonicFlows micro-processes

the object type which the micro-process belongs to. Once all
the attributes referenced by the steps of a certain state have
values, the state is completed and the object may transition
to the next state. The utilization of steps, states, and tran-
sitions, together with modeling elements not utilized in the
running example, are formally defined in the Object-aware
Approach [39]. Therefore, the full formal specification of
micro-processes and its constituting elements awards full
support for the “D03—Specification of Behavior” criterion.

To ensure that state transitions can be coordinated between
different objects, as suggested in the example rule, an

Object-aware processmodel also contains a so-calledmacro-
process, which represents the coordination constraints that
exist between the various object states. The macro-process is
attached to one of the object types, instantiating that object
type begins execution of the macro-process at run time.

The example contains a single macro-process attached
to the Study Plan object. The macro-process, including the
aforementioned example rule, is depicted in Fig. 10. In turn,
macro-processes are on a different level of granularity than
micro-processes, which is also enforced by having two dif-
ferent types of model for macro- and micro-processes. The
“D05—Support for Process Granularity” criterion is there-
fore fully supported. Unsurprisingly, macro-processes must
also adhere to a formal specification, which makes criterion
“D04—Specification of Interactions” fully supported.

The full formal specification of objects, micro-processes,
and macro-processes allows for the definition of formal
correctness criteria. The Object-aware Approach enables
a complete verification of all specified process models,
thereby being fully compliant with criterion “D06—Support
for Model Verification” of the DALEC framework. The
Object-aware Approach allows for fine-grained data access
down to attribute levels, however, authorization and access
permissions were not modeled for the running example
for the sake of brevity. Still, the Object-aware Approach
fully supports “D08—Specification of Data Access Permis-
sions (Read/Write).” The tooling for object-aware process
management comprises a run-time environment on which
modeled processes can be executed. The various process
models are created and verified using the PHILharmon-
icFlows modeling tool.

The tools provide the core functionality for objects,micro-
processes, and macro-processes. This awards full support
for both criteria “D21—Design” and “D22—Implementation
and Execution” in the section “Tool Implementation and
Practical Cases” of the DALEC framework. The run-time
tool [1] implements the operational semantics specified for
micro- and macro-processes by the Object-aware Approach.
The Object-aware Approach is therefore considered to have
full support for criteria “D11—Operational Semantics for
Behavior” and “D12—Operational Semantics for Interac-
tions.” Additionally, the execution of object-aware processes
is fully data-driven, according Definition 4. Moreover, the

Study Plan
Crea�on

Study Plan
Course 

Selec�on

Review
Crea�on

Review
Rejected

Review
Rejected

Change 
Request

Crea�on

Change 
Request

Approved

Study Plan
Rejected

Study Plan
Cancelled

Fig. 10 Macro-process
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Object-aware Approach allows for some batch executions
on objects, i.e., the provision of data values for attributes of
objects of the same type, resulting in partial support for the
“D15—Batch Execution” criterion.

Finally, the Object-aware Approach has theoretical work
on schema evolution as well [13,14]. At the time the
research for this paper was conducted, this feature had
not yet been implemented in the tooling. Additionally,
the work merely focuses on schema evolution for micro-
processes. Therefore, object-aware process management
only partially supports “D18—DRC Schema Evolution”
and “D20—Interaction Schema Evolution,” but full support
“D19—Behavior Schema Evolution.” For other criteria, we
could not find evidence that there is support (cf. Table 11).

Overall, the Object-aware Approach could closely rep-
resent the running example. However, the different models
and different notations and concepts make the initial under-
standing of the approach hard, whereas their clear separation
can prove to be an advantage once the initial hurdle is
overcome.

8 Related work

The contribution of this paper consists of a framework for
the systematic evaluation and comparison of data-centric
process management approaches, which do not conform to
the traditional activity-centric paradigm. To achieve this, a
systematic literature review was conducted. The approaches
identified in the literature review were analyzed and grouped
according to differentiating criteria (cf. Sect. 6). To the
best of our knowledge, there is no published work which
has applied the concept of a systematic literature review
to the field of business process management using data-
centric approaches. There are, however, several literature
reviews on related research fields, of which three are pre-
sented here.

A renowned publication in the field of data mining
provides a comprehensive overview on 87 papers concern-
ing the application of data mining techniques to customer
relationship management (CRM) [53]. The authors per-
form a systematic literature review to derive a framework
for classifying the various dimensions of a CRM system
or approach. Examples of such dimensions are customer
retention and customer identification. Furthermore, [53]
provides a framework for the classification of data min-
ing techniques by their capabilities. These two frameworks
were then applied to the papers included in the litera-
ture review, resulting in an insightful overview on the
research field. The result of the paper is the clear identi-
fication of domains in the CRM field that need additional
research.

In the field of knowledge management (KM), [21] aims
at identifying gaps in knowledge management endeav-
ors in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The
authors apply a systematic literature approach to cate-
gorize the 36 papers they deemed relevant into the dif-
ferent areas of knowledge management, such as percep-
tion, implementation, and utilization. Moreover, the authors
describe each category and the criteria that a paper has
to meet to fit be included into the respective category.
They also present many tables in which all 36 papers
are commented and systematically categorized and com-
pared. From these tables, they concluded which of the
areas of KM are not well researched in the context of
SMEs.

Process variability support in process-aware informa-
tion systems (PAIS) is considered in [2]. The authors also
conduct a systematic literature review to assess the vast
amount of approaches in the field of process variability.
The paper presents the VIVACE framework for analyzing
and comparing process variability approaches. The frame-
work is also intended as a tool for process engineers
implementing a PAIS, assisting the selection of appro-
priate approaches for the support of process variability
along the entire process lifecycle. The systematic literature
review, which analyzed 63 papers, provides the basis for
the VIVACE framework. The papers were categorized not
only by the process variability approach that they described,
but also by the phase of the business process lifecycle
they support, e.g., “process analysis” and “process enact-
ment.” The VIVACE framework defines 11 features that
support process variability across the various process life-
cycle phases. Each of the approaches mentioned in the
literature review is categorized by the feature set it supports.
However, [2] states that none of the approaches covers all
features. Furthermore, the authors identified types of vari-
ability that are not yet supported by any approach, such as
process variability in the temporal or operational perspec-
tives.

The general conclusion of [53], [21] and [2] is that
more research is needed in specific areas of the respective
fields, a similar conclusion to the one drawn in this paper.
The systematic literature reviews, as well as the categoriza-
tion frameworks that were developed utilizing the literature
review results, assist other researchers in identifying lacking
research areas and categorizing their own work as well as
new approaches in relation to existing research.

On the topic of the comparison of data-centric approaches,
[64] evaluates data-centric approaches with respect to the
interests of human modelers, i.e., usability and understand-
ability. In summary, the authors determine that the usabil-
ity of data-centric approaches is insufficient and must be
improved for these approaches to be truly applicable in prac-
tice.
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9 Discussion

The results presented in this paper allow for several interest-
ing observations.

One positive aspect is the general interest in data-centric
approaches, as demonstrated by the large amount of con-
sidered approaches. This interest can be explained with the
more widespread application of BPM in different application
domains, e.g., the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and ubiqui-
tous systems, which drives the need for new and different
approaches to business process modeling and execution [35].
The desire for data-centric approaches has been also con-
firmed by a survey among BPM practitioners [47].

When looking at the publication dates of these studies,
it can be noted that the main body of papers was published
between 2009 and 2014, with a significant peak in 2012, as
can be seen in Fig. 11. The total curve in Fig. 11 refers to
the 178 provisionally included studies, which showed some
relevance to the research questions.

While the interest in data-centric approaches has some-
what subsided toward the year 2016, some approaches are
still being developed (cf. [71]) or even emerge (cf. [16]).
Note that these papers are just a few that have been pub-
lished after completing the SLR in 2017. It can therefore be
concluded that there is still interest, although at a lower level.

As this paper shows, the interest has spawned a signifi-
cant number of diverse and interesting approaches; however,
it also shows that the general level of maturity is compara-
tively low. As such, our basic assumption and motivation for
the conduction of this SLR has been confirmed. We also do
not see the decline in paper publications per year as com-
pletely negative. On the contrary, it may be a sign that a
consolidation phase has begun and only the approaches with
the highest potential survive. A sophisticated tool implemen-
tation is a major factor in this regard. In the end, this could
be a boon to data-centric process management in particular
and to business process management as a whole. Should this
indeed be the case, a lower publication count is not unex-
pected.

As it emerges from the examples presented in Sect. 7,
data-centric modeling is quite cumbersome and complex.
As also discussed in [47], the practitioners’ perception is
that modeling with data-centric approaches is more compli-
cated than modeling with activity-centric notations, such as
BPMN. This might be a symptom of the low maturity of the
approaches, indicating the need for further research. Notably,
understandability of data-centric models and simplicity has
not been addressed in DALEC. First, understandability and
simplicity are rather subjective terms that have a fundamen-
tal different reliability than the objective criteria the DALEC
framework comprises. While understandability and simplic-
ity are certainly important aspects of data-centric process
management, we understand DALEC as a framework that
compares tangible features. Therefore, the subjective crite-
ria have been left out. [64] provides a first empirical study
regarding the usability of data-centric approaches. We aim
at performing extensive experimental evaluations with BPM
practitioners in future work; more details are outlined in
Sect. 10.

Very few approaches appear to be universal and applica-
ble solutions for data-centric business process management,
as most of them focus on particular issues or on a spe-
cific domain. Examples of such a particular focus include
the DCDS Approach, which deals exclusively with the ver-
ification of models, and the Alphaflow Approach, which
was developed for working with documents in the medi-
cal domain. Of the few approaches, Case Handling and the
object-aware approach strive to provide a universal data-
centric approach, i.e., an approach that does not focus on
a specific domain or topic.

Another interesting observation,with respect to the behav-
ior specification in the various approaches, concerns the
kind of notation used. When correlated with the publica-
tion date of their papers, approaches using a declarative
concept to describe behavior (e.g., Case Management) were
published more recently, whereas approaches using impera-
tive description techniques are older. We assume that this
is due to the increasing demand for process flexibility,
which is more easily achievable using a declarative concept.
The artifact-centric approach even switched from an ini-
tially imperative, state machine-based behavior model to the
declarative Guard-Stage-Milestone framework. GSM was
developed for use with artifacts and is also at the core of
the CMMN standard for Case Management.

Notably, among all proposals, GSM appears to gain the
most popularity among researchers, probably due to its indus-
trial support and the availability of an open-source tool from
IBM named BizArtifact. However, GSM is not the simplest
approach in terms of complexity.

Furthermore, currently only one data-centric extension to
the activity-centric approach exists, all other approaches are
designed from scratch with their own constructs. Again, this
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diversity, and the absence of a consolidatedmainstream base,
are symptoms of the low research field maturity.

In summary, the SLR shows that there are many dif-
ferent data-centric approaches, indicating that data-centric
process management can offer significant benefits to busi-
ness process management as a whole. The specification
of processes around data, i.e., the DRCs, creates new and
improved ways to handle data in business processes. The
benefits include the creation of models that adequately rep-
resent such data-heavy real-world business processes as well
as greater flexibility when enacting such processes. The
application of the DALEC framework to the most promi-
nent approaches shows that, in general, these approaches
have full support for the modeling of DRCs, behavior
and interactions (cf. Criteria D02-D04), as well as their
operational semantics (cf. Criteria D10-D12). Consider-
ing that most data-centric approaches have been developed
in very recent years, we see this a positive indication of
growing maturity in data-centric business process manage-
ment.

However, data-centric approaches generally do not go
beyond the basic modeling and execution features, i.e.,
schema evolution, ad hoc changes and process variants (cf.
Criteria D09, D13, and D18–D20) are not supported. This
puts them at a decisive disadvantage compared to activity-
centric process management, where many of these features
have existed for a long time. We feel that this research gap
requires serious attention from the BPM community. More-
over, the addition of the elaborate data perspective to these
data-centric approaches increases the complexity of process
modeling. Therefore, research is also required that effectively
helps reduce and manage this added complexity. Otherwise,
the benefits of data-centric approaches, including the ade-
quate representation of data and increased flexibility, cannot
be applied in practice.

10 Summary and outlook

This paper initially presented the results of a systematic lit-
erature review on data-centric approaches to BPM. The main
insight gained from the SLR is that the interest in data-centric
approaches to business process management has been signif-
icant over the last years, although the field itself is young and
therefore thematurity of the individual approaches is varying
and generally low.

The paper further presented the Data-centric Approach
Lightweight Evaluation and Comparison framework
(DALEC) for evaluating data-centric approaches.We applied
this framework to three of the currently most prominent data-
centric approaches, i.e., the Case Handling Approach, the
Artifact-centric Approach, and the Object-aware Approach,
reinforcing our findings in a practical setting.

As discussed in Sect. 5, the results obtained by the
SLR show that data-centric approaches are still at an early
development stage. Indicative of this fact are the not yet con-
solidated methods and languages, the missing tool support,
the modeling complexity, and the lack of studies showing
practical real-world applications. To make data-centric busi-
ness process management applicable to real-world projects
and systems, tool implementations that cover the whole
business process lifecycle, as well as empirical studies that
improve the usability and reduce the modeling complex-
ity of data-centric approaches, are necessary. There may be
signs that a consolidation phase has started, where at the end
mature, practically relevant approaches remain.

As possible future topic, it would be interesting to evalu-
ate how much the approaches analyzed in this paper provide
a better, or more convenient, solution to modeling or execut-
ing processes in specific scenarios. Empirically, this can be
evaluated by taking groups of practitioners and performing
a modeling experiment to compare data-centric approaches
with activity-centric approaches. To facilitate this, the groups
will get the same process modeling assignment, but be
instructed to use either a data-centric or activity-centric tool
to work on their assignment. Furthermore, the assignments
will be conducted all the way through to the deployment
phase, to allow comparing results across various phases of
the BPM lifecycle. The factors to be compared might be, for
example, quality of the produced model, speed of develop-
ment, quality of the produced software, and user feedback.

We would like to finally encourage the BPM community
to continue the valuable research into data-centric business
process management and use the DALEC framework pre-
sented in this paper to improve upon existing approaches by
identifying areas with potential for improvement. Further-
more, we believe that the framework will help researchers
when developing new data-centric approaches by highlight-
ing the shortcomings of existing approaches, allowing them
to build increasingly mature tools and concepts.
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